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One considers a linear composite materials (CM), which consists of a homogeneous matrix containing a
random set of heterogeneities. An operator form of solution of the general integral equation (GIE) for the
general cases of local and nonlocal problems, static and wave motion phenomena for composite materials
with random (statistically homogeneous and inhomogeneous, so-called graded) structures containing
coated or uncoated inclusions of any shape and orientation with perfect and imperfect interfaces and
subjected to any number of coupled or uncoupled, homogeneous or inhomogeneous external ﬁelds of dif-
ferent physical nature. The GIE, connecting the driving ﬁelds and ﬂuxes in a point being considered and
the ﬁelds in the surrounding points, are obtained for the random ﬁelds of heterogeneities in the inﬁnite
media. Estimations of the effective properties and both the ﬁrst and second statistical moments of ﬁelds
in the constituents of CMs are presented in a general form of perturbations introduced by the heteroge-
neities and taking into account a possible imperfection of interface conditions. The solution methods of
GIEs are obtained without any auxiliary assumptions such as the effective ﬁeld hypothesis (EFH), which is
implicitly exploited in the known methods of micromechanics. Some particular cases, asymptotic
representations, and simpliﬁcations of proposed methods are presented for the particular constitutive
equations such as linear thermoelastic cases with the perfect and imperfect interfaces, conductivity
problem, problems for piezoelectric and other coupled phenomena, composites with nonlocal elastic
properties of constituents, and the wave propagation in composites with electromagnetic, optic and
mechanical responses.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The prediction of the behavior of composite materials in terms
of the properties of constituents and their microstructure is a cen-
tral problem of micromechanics, which is evidently reduced to the
estimation of ﬁelds in the constituents. Appropriate, but by no
means exhaustive, references for the estimation of effective elastic
moduli of statistically homogeneous media are provided by the
reviews Shermergor (1977), Mura (1987), Nemat-Nasser and Hori
(1993), Torquato (2002), Milton (2002), Buryachenko (2007a), Li
and Wang (2008), Kanaun and Levin (2008) and Dvorak (2013). It
appears today that variants of the effective medium method
(EMM, Kröner, 1958; Hill, 1965) and the Mori–Tanaka method
(MTM, Mori and Tanaka, 1973; Benveniste, 1987; Weng, 1990)
are the most popular and widely used methods. Recently a newmethod has become known in the literature, namely the multipar-
ticle effective ﬁeld method (MEFM) that was put forward and
developed by the author (see for references Buryachenko, 2007a).
The MEFM is based on the theory of functions of random variables
and Greens functions. Within this method one constructs a hierar-
chy of statistical moment equations for conditional averages of the
stresses in the inclusions. The hierarchy is then cut by introducing
the notion of an effective ﬁeld according to which each heteroge-
neity is located inside a homogeneous so-called effective ﬁeld. This
way the interaction of different inclusions is taken into account.
Thus, the MEFM does not make use of a number of hypotheses
which form the basis of the traditional one-particle methods.
It is interesting that there are known the counterparts of the
mentioned methods applied to CMs with another constitutive
laws. Except for notations, these methods coincide with the corre-
sponding methods of linear thermoelasticity. In light of the analogy
mentioned, the general operator representation of known methods
for different microinhomogeneous structures is of profound
importance in both practical and theoretical sense. The current
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operator form for the general cases of local and nonlocal problems,
static and wave motion phenomena for composite materials with
the random (statistically homogeneous and inhomogeneous, so-
called graded) structures containing coated or uncoated inclusions
of any shape and orientation with the perfect and imperfect
interfaces and subjected to any number coupled or uncoupled,
homogeneous or inhomogeneous external ﬁelds of different phys-
ical nature. Particular simpliﬁed and asymptotic cases of these
methods are considered and qualitatively compared with the
known methods for the different speciﬁc constitutive equations.
The sketch of micromechanics of random structures can be
subdivided on a few steps. At ﬁrst the so-called general integral
equation (GIE) should be proposed. The GIE is the exact integral
equation connecting the random ﬁelds at the point being consid-
ered and the surrounding points. There is a very long and dramatic
history of development of GIE which goes back to Rayleigh (1892).
For the linear elasticity, Buryachenko (2001, 2007a) presented
comprehensive review of the history of the classical GIE while
Buryachenko (2010a,b) proposed the new GIEs forming a new
background of micromechanics. The next step is formed by
so-called methods of micromechanics (e.g., MTM, EMM, or MEFM)
which are in fact the approximate solutions of these GIEs. It is wor-
thy of note (see Buryachenko, 2013; Buryachenko, 2014c) that
some popular approaches (e.g., EMM and MTM) are related with
GIEs (even if this term is not used) at least in a sense that these
approaches constitute the methods of solutions of the GIEs. In its
turn, the methods of micromechanics are based on the solutions
for one (or a few) inclusion inside an inﬁnite matrix subjected to
the homogeneous remote ﬁeld. After substitution of the last partic-
ular solutions into GIEs, the obtained equations are solved by the
use of one or another closing assumption distinguished for the dif-
ferent methods. In the current paper, the presented sketch of
micromechanics is generalized to the operator form for the general
operator case of constitutive equations.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present
the statistical description of the composite microstructure and
the basic ﬁeld equations in the general operator form of linear con-
stitutive equations covering nonlocal and coupled phenomena. In
Section 3 the new operator form of GIE connecting the driving
ﬁelds and ﬂuxes in a point being considered and the ﬁelds in the
surrounding points, are presented in terms of perturbators intro-
duced by a ﬁnite numbers of heterogeneities in the inﬁnite media.
In Section 4 the operator form of GIEs is obtained for the effective
ﬁelds acting on each pair of heterogeneities. In Section 5 some
particular cases, asymptotic representations, and simpliﬁcations
obtained in the framework of the popular micromechanical
hypotheses and concepts are considered in parallel with analyses
of its connection with the known methods (such as, e.g., MTM
and MEFM). Section 6 is dedicated to obtaining of the general oper-
ator form of the method of integral equations for estimation of the
second moments of ﬁelds in the phases. In Section 7 one considers
the solutions for composites with the particular constitutive equa-
tions such as linear thermoelastic cases with the perfect and
imperfect interfaces, conductivity problem, problems for piezo-
electric and other coupled phenomena, composites with nonlocal
elastic properties of constituents, and the wave propagation in
composites with electromagnetic, optic and mechanical responses.
For lack of space, at the consideration of the particular methods of
solutions of GIEs in Section 7, the readers are referred only to the
references where these solutions were already analyzed and where
additional references (with the corresponding numerical and
experimental data) can be found.
The current paper is dedicated to generalization of the previous
results (Buryachenko, 2007b, 2010a,c, 2011a,c; Buryachenko and
Brun, 2011, 2012a,b, 2013) to its operator form solution for thegeneral cases of local and nonlocal problems, static and wave
motion phenomena for composite materials with statistically inho-
mogeneous structures containing both the coated or uncoated
inclusions of any shape and orientation with perfect and imperfect
interfaces and subjected to any number coupled or uncoupled,
homogeneous or inhomogeneous external ﬁelds of different phys-
ical nature.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Statistical description of the composite microstructure
Let a full space Rd with a space dimensionality d (d ¼ 2 and
d ¼ 3 for 2-D and 3-D problems, respectively) contains a homoge-
neous matrix v ð0Þ and, in general, a statistically inhomogeneous set
X ¼ ðv iÞ of heterogeneity v i with indicator functions Vi and
bounded by the closed smooth surfaces Ci :¼ @v i ði ¼ 1;2; . . .Þ
deﬁned by the relations CiðxÞ ¼ 0 (x 2 Ci), CiðxÞ > 0 (x 2 v i), and
CiðxÞ < 0 (x R v i). It is assumed that the heterogeneities can be
grouped into components (phases) v ðqÞ ðq ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NÞ with iden-
tical mechanical and geometrical properties (such as the shape,
size, orientation, and microstructure of heterogeneities).
It is assumed that the representative macrodomainw contains a
statistically large number of realizations a (providing validity of
the standard probability technique) of heterogeneities v i 2 v ðkÞ of
the constituent v ðkÞ ði ¼ 1;2; . . . ; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NÞ. A random event
a belongs to a sample space A, over which a probability density
pðx;aÞ is deﬁned (see, e.g., Willis, 1981). For any given a, any ran-
dom function gðx;aÞ (e.g., g ¼ V ;V ðkÞ) is deﬁned explicitly as one
particular member, with label a, of an ensemble realization. Then,
the mean, or ensemble average is deﬁned by the angle brackets
enclosing the quantity g
hgiðxÞ ¼
Z
A
gðx;aÞpðx;aÞda: ð2:1Þ
No confusion will arise below in notation of the random quantity
gðx;aÞ if the label a is removed. One treats two material length
scales (see, e.g, Torquato, 2002): the macroscopic scale L, character-
izing the extent of w, and the microscopic scale a, related with the
heterogeneities v i. Moreover, one supposes that applied ﬁeld varies
on a characteristic length scale K. The limit of our interests for both
the material scales and ﬁeld one is
L KP a: ð2:2Þ
All the random quantities under discussion are described by statis-
tically inhomogeneous random ﬁelds. In parallel with the random
indicator function Vðx;aÞ we use the random ﬁeld Vdkðx xj;aÞ of
delta functions placed in the inclusion centers xk. For the alternative
description of the random structure of a composite material let us
introduce a conditional probability density uðv i;xi j v1;x1; . . . ;
vn;xnÞ, which is a probability densityfor ﬁnding a heterogeneity of
type i with the center xi in the domain v i, given that the ﬁxed het-
erogeneities v1; . . . ;vn are centered at x1; . . . ;xn (see, e.g., Willis,
1978). The conﬁguration ðv i;xiÞ is completely described by a
detailed marked density function uðv i;xi j v1; x1; . . . ;vn;xnÞ of the
centers of an inclusion with mark v i (which can contain information
about the inclusions such as the shape, size, orientation, and mate-
rial properties) being placed at xi (see for details Section 5.3.1 in
Buryachenko, 2007a). The notation uðv i; xi j; v1;x1; . . . ;vn;xnÞ
denotes the case xi – x1; . . . ;xn. In the case of statistically inhomo-
geneous media with homogeneous matrix (for so-called Function-
ally Graded Materials, FGM, see, e.g., Markworth et al., 1995;
Mortensen and Suresh, 1995) the conditional probability density
is not invariant with respect to translation
uðv i;xi j v1;x1; . . . ;vn;xnÞ–uðv i;xiþx jv1;x1þx; . . . ;vn;xnþxÞ; ð2:3Þ
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tions. In particular, a random ﬁeld is called statistically homoge-
neous in a narrow sense if its multi-point statistical moments of
any order are shift-invariant functions of spatial variables
uðv i;xi jv1;x1; . . . ;vn;xnÞ¼uðv i;xiþx jv1;x1þx; . . . ;vn;xnþxÞ ð2:4Þ
for 8x 2 Rd and 8n 2 Z. Of course, uðv i;xi j;v1;x1;.. .;vn;xnÞ¼0
(since heterogeneities cannot overlap) for values of xi placed inside
the some area [v0mi (m ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ called ‘‘excluded volumes’’,
where v0mi  vm with indicator function V0mi is the ‘‘excluded
volumes’’ of xi with respect to vm (it is usually assumed that
v0mi  v0m), and uðv i;xi j;v1;x1; . . . ;vn;xnÞ ! uðv i;xiÞ as j xi  xm j!
1;m ¼ 1; . . . ;n (since no long-range order is assumed). uðv i;xÞ is
a number density, nðkÞ ¼ nðkÞðxÞ of component v ðkÞ 3 v i at the point
x and cðkÞ ¼ cðkÞðxÞ is the concentration, i.e. volume fraction, of the
component v i 2 v ðkÞ at the point x : cðkÞðxÞ ¼ hV ðkÞiðxÞ ¼ v inðkÞðxÞ;
v i ¼mesv i ðk¼ 1;2; . . . ;N; i¼ 1;2; . . .Þ; cð0ÞðxÞ ¼ 1 hViðxÞ. Here-
after, if the pair distribution function gðxi  xmÞ  uðv i;xi j;
vm;xmÞ=nðkÞ depends on xm  xi only through j xm  xi j it is called
the radial distribution function (RDF, see for references and details
Buryachenko et al., 2012). Additionally to the average hð:ÞiðxÞ, the
notation hð:Þ j v1; x1; . . . ;vn;xniðxÞ will be used for the conditional
average taken for the ensemble of a statistically inhomogeneousset
X ¼ ðv iÞ at the point x, on the condition that there are heterogene-
ities at the points x1; . . . ;xn and xi – xj if i – j (i; j ¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ. The
notations hð:Þ j;v1;x1; . . . ; vn;xniðxÞ are used for the additional con-
dition x R v1; . . . ; vn. We will distinguish macro-coordinate x used
above (with ‘‘resolution’’ equal to K) and micro-coordinate
z 2 v i  v ðkÞ So, the notation hðÞiiðx; zÞ at z 2 v i  v ðkÞ means the
average over an ensemble realization of surrounding heterogene-
ities (but not over the volume v i of a particular inhomogeneity, in
contrast to hðÞiðiÞ) at the ﬁxed v i.
It should be mentioned that the equality for the ﬁeld parameter
g (e.g. the stress)
hgi ¼
XN
q¼1
cðqÞhgiq ð2:5Þ
is fulﬁlled only for statistically homogeneous media subjected to
the homogeneous boundary conditions; here the summation in
the right-hand side is performed over the volume of the representa-
tive inclusions vq 2 v ðqÞ (q ¼ 1; . . . ;NÞ. If any of these conditions are
broken then it is necessary to consider two sorts of conditional aver-
ages (see for details Buryachenko, 2007a). At ﬁrst,the conditional
statistical average in the inclusion phase hgiðqÞðxÞ (at the condition
that the pointwith themacro-coordinate x is located in the inclusion
phase x 2 v ðqÞ) can be found as hgiðqÞðxÞ ¼ hV ðqÞi1ðxÞhgV ðqÞiðxÞ
where the averages hð:ÞiðxÞ are deﬁned by Eq. (2.5). Usually, it is
simpler to estimate the conditional averages of these tensors in
the concrete point with the micro-coordinate z of the ﬁxed inclusion
z 2 vq: hgjvq;xqiðx; zÞ  hgiqðx; zÞ. Although in a general case
hgiðxÞ 
XN
q¼1
cðqÞðxÞhgiðqÞðxÞ–
XN
q¼1
cðqÞðxÞhhgjvq; xqiðx; zÞiðqÞ; ð2:6Þ
where vq 2 v ðqÞ, it can be easy to establish a straightforward relation
between these averages for the ellipsoidal inclusions vq with the
semi-axes aq ¼ ða1q ; . . . ; adqÞ
>
. Indeed, at ﬁrst we built some auxiliary
set v1qðxÞ with the boundary @v1qðxÞ formed by the centers of trans-
lated ellipsoids vqð0Þ around the ﬁxed point x. We construct v1qðxÞ
as a limit v0kq ! v1qðxÞ if a ﬁxed ellipsoid vk is shrinking to the point
x. Then we can get a relation between the mentioned averages
[x ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xdÞ>]:
cðqÞðxÞhgiðqÞðxÞ ¼
Z
v1q ðxÞ
nðqÞðyÞhgjvq; yiðx; y  xÞdy: ð2:7ÞFormula (2.7) is valid for any material inhomogeneity of inclu-
sions of any concentration and any shape. In this relation (2.7), the
total probability is expressed in term of conditional probabilities
over portioned probability space. Obviously, the general Eq. (2.7)
is reduced to Eq. (2.5) for both the statistically homogeneous
media subjected to homogeneous boundary conditions and statis-
tically homogeneous ﬁelds g (e.g., g ¼ r; e). However, in a general
case gðvq; yÞðxÞ  fðx; yÞg1ðvq; yÞ [g1ðvq; yÞ is a statistically homo-
geneous ﬁeld and fðx; yÞ is a function of x; y], Eq. (2.7) is not
reduced to Eq. (2.5).It should be mentioned that for statistically
homogeneous ﬁelds hgiðqÞðxÞ  hgiðqÞ ¼ const. and v1qðxÞ  v1q ¼
const.; while in general hgiqðx; zÞ  hgiqðzÞX const. at the micro-
coordinate z 2 vq. Because of this, no confusion will arise below
in notations of the average hgiðqÞ and conditional average hgiqðzÞ
(at the ﬁxed inclusion vq) which are the functions of macro-
coordinate (with resolution equal to K) and micro-coordinate
z 2 vq (used in the case of ﬁxed inclusion vq), respectively.
2.2. Basic equations
Following Rogula (1982), we consider a linear-response prob-
lem, or a basic constitutive equation
rðxÞ ¼ ðL  eÞðxÞ þ aðxÞ; ð2:8Þ
which physical meaning needs not be prescribed here and the
current notations (2.8) usually used in elasticity theory can have a
different sense. In particular, we ca consider elasticity with e – dis-
placement, r – external forces, or with e – strains, r – stresses,
a – eigenstresses, or electrostatics with e – electric ﬁeld, r – free
charge, or e – electric ﬁeld, r – electric induction, etc. In the case
of ‘‘strongly nonlocal’’ (integral type) theory (see for references
Buryachenko, 2011b,c), the parameters of Eq. (2.8) are presented
by the integral response operators
L  ðÞ ¼
Z
Lðx; yÞðÞðyÞdy; aðxÞ ¼
Z
mðx; yÞDTðyÞdy; ð2:9Þ
where the response operator L is deﬁned by the kernel Lðx; yÞ
while the transformation ﬁeld is described by the function aðxÞ cor-
responding to an assumption (in the case of thermoelasticity) that
the difference DTðyÞ  ðT  T0Þ between the reference temperature
T0 ¼ const. and a current temperature T is uniform in space.
Because of this, the action of the kernel of nonlocal thermal expan-
sion coefﬁcient mðx; yÞ is reduced to the transformation strain ten-
sor aðxÞ.
In the case of the local theory, the operator L is reduced to the
tensor
Lðx; yÞ ¼ LðxÞdðx yÞ; ð2:10Þ
where dðx yÞ is the Delta function. In the framework of strongly
nonlocal elasticity (Kröner, 1967; Edelen and Laws, 1971), we fol-
low a simpliﬁed theory for linear (macroscopically) homogeneous
isotropic elasticity (see for references Eringen, 1999, 2002; Bazant
and Jirasek, 2002), which differs from the classical one in the consti-
tutive relation (2.8) and (2.9) only, whereas the equilibrium and
compatibility equations remain unaltered. The current interest in
nonlocal simulation is driven largely by a practical need in the
design, fabrication and characterization of nanocomposites contain-
ing heterogeneities with at least one size of nano length scale.
In the event of the coupled multiﬁeld linear response, the appli-
cation of driving ﬁelds e  ðe1; . . . ; eMÞ to the material induces in it
‘‘ﬂuxes’’ r  ðr1; . . . ;rMÞ that are related linearly to the driving
ﬁelds, the latter being derivable from potentials u ¼ ðu1; . . . ;uMÞ
of different tensorial ranks ea ¼ rua (a ¼ 1; . . . ;MÞ, e.g. a vector
potential in elasticity and scalar potential in conductivity
(i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; dÞ
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@ui
@xj
þ @uj
@xi
 
; ei ¼ @u
@xi
; ð2:11Þ
respectively. A symmetry and positive deﬁniteness of the M 	M
response matrix L ¼ ðLabÞ of submatrices Lab ¼ ðLiajbÞ was consid-
ered by Milgrom (1990) and Milgrom and Shtrikman (1989) by the
use of analysis of some energy function and Onsager reciprocity
relations. For the sake of deﬁniteness, in the 2-D case we will
consider a plane driving ﬁeld problem. At ﬁrst no restrictions are
imposed on the material symmetry of the phases or on the geome-
try of the heterogeneities.1
The reciprocal constitutive equation is given by a similar
representation
eðxÞ ¼M  rðxÞ þ bðxÞ ð2:12Þ
with obvious correlations between the response and inverse
response parameters involved into Eqs. (2.8) and (2.12)
L M ¼M L ¼ I; M  a ¼ b; L  b ¼ a; ð2:13Þ
which are reduced to the algebraic relations for the local properties
L M ¼M  L ¼ I; M  a ¼ b; L  b ¼ a; ð2:14Þ
where
I ¼ diagðI1; . . . ; IMÞ ð2:15Þ
is the unit tensor combined from the unit Ia (a ¼ 1; . . . ;M) fourth-
order and second-order tensors for the vector (2.111) and scalar
(2.112) potentials, respectively.
We introduce a comparison body, whose mechanical properties
gc ðg ¼ L;M; a; bÞ denoted by the upper index c and gc will usu-
ally be taken as uniform over w, so that the corresponding bound-
ary value problem is easier to solve than that for the original body.
All tensors g ðg ¼ L;M;a; bÞ of material properties are decom-
posed as g  gc þ g1ðxÞ ¼ gc þ gðkÞ1 ðxÞ; hereafter gðkÞ1 ðxÞ is the jumps
of gðxÞ inside the component v ðkÞ ðk ¼ 0; . . . ;NÞ with respect to gc .
The upper index ðmÞ indicates the components and the lower
index i indicates the individual inclusions; v ð0Þ ¼ w n v ; v 
[v ðkÞ  [v i; VðxÞ ¼
P
V ðkÞðxÞ ¼PViðxÞ, and V ðkÞðxÞ is an indicator
function of v ðkÞ equals 1 at x 2 v ðkÞ and 0 otherwise,
ðm ¼ 0; k; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N; i ¼ 1;2; . . .Þ. VdðxÞ Pidðx xiÞ is the
delta function of random set of heterogeneities centers (called also
density ﬁeld, see Stratonovich, 1963; Ponte Castañeda and Willis,
1995). The introduction of jumps of material properties allows
one to deﬁne the ﬂux s and driving g polarization tensors by two
equivalent ways ðx 2 Rd)
sðxÞ¼L1ðxÞeðxÞþa1ðxÞ; gðxÞ¼M1ðxÞrðxÞþb1ðxÞ; s¼Lc g;
ð2:16Þ
sðxÞ¼rðxÞ½LcðxÞeðxÞþacðxÞ
; gðxÞ¼eðxÞ½McðxÞrðxÞþbcðxÞ
;
ð2:17Þ
which are simply a notational convenience and vanish inside
the matrix sðxÞ  gðxÞ  0 (x 2 v ð0Þ) if Lc  Lð0Þ ¼ const. and
ac  að0Þ ¼ const. It is interesting, that for the local elasticity
(2.10) with Lc ¼ Lð0Þ; aðxÞ  0, the popular polarization tensors
(2.16) (see, e.g., Willis, 1978) are attributed to Hashin and
Shtrikman (1962) and Hill (1963b) who introduced, in fact, these
notions in the equivalent form (2.17). For both local and nonlocal
elasticity theory, Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) are also equivalent;however,
the form (2.17) is preferable for subsequent manipulation because
Eq. (2.17) does not explicitly use the constitutive equation (2.8)
for the heterogeneities x 2 v .1 For example, it is known that for 2-D elastic problems the plane-strain state is
only possible for material symmetry no lower than orthotropic (see e.g. Lekhnitskii,
1963) that will be assumed hereafter in 2-D case.Let the ﬁelds be governed by the linear elliptic partial differen-
tial operator equation with the functions bðxÞ; fðxÞ (x 2 Rd)bLuðxÞ ¼ fðxÞ; bL ¼ rL  r þ b ð2:18Þ
and the fundamental solution Gðx; yÞ for the whole homogeneous
space Rd deﬁned through the operator bLc ¼ rLc  r þ bc by the
equalitybLcGðx; yÞ ¼ ddðx yÞ ð2:19Þ
has the order OðR jxj1ddjxjÞ as jxj ! 1; here
d ¼ diagðd1; . . . ; dMÞ ð2:20Þ
is the unit tensor combined from the unit da (a ¼ 1; . . . ;M) second-
order tensors dij and scalar 1 for the vector (2.111) and scalar (2.112)
potentials, respectively. We additionally introduce (similarly to the
momentum polarization tensor by Willis, 1980) a polarization
tensor
pðxÞ ¼ b1ðxÞuðxÞ þ f1ðxÞ; ð2:21Þ
which vanishes inside the matrix pðxÞ  0 (x 2 v ð0Þ) if bc ¼ bð0Þ and
fc ¼ fð0Þ, i.e. all polarization tensors vanish inside the matrix
sðxÞ; gðxÞ; pðxÞ  0; x 2 v ð0Þ ð2:22Þ
if the properties of the comparison medium and the matrix coincide
Lc  Lð0Þ; bc  bð0Þ; bc  bð0Þ; fc  fð0Þ: ð2:23Þ
The interfaces between the constituent phases of CM are classi-
cally assumed to be perfect. If the phases are perfectly bonded, the
potential u and the traction tðxÞ  rðxÞ  nðxÞ components are con-
tinuous across the interphase boundaries, i.e.
suðxÞt ¼ 0; srðxÞt  nðxÞ ¼ 0; ð2:24Þ
on the interface boundary x 2 C ¼ [Ci (i ¼ 1; . . .) (assumed to be
sufﬁciently smooth) where n is the outward normal vector on C
from v to v ð0Þ and sð:Þt ¼ ðoutÞ  ðinÞ is the jump operator. We will
also consider a case of an imperfect interface
suðxÞt– 0; x 2 Cui ; ð2:25Þ
srðxÞt  nðxÞ– 0; x 2 Cri ð2:26Þ
with the jumps (2.25) and (2.26) at the Cui and C
r
i (C
u
i ;C
r
i  Ci),
respectively, described by the different models of interface imper-
fections. One usually assumes that either
Cui ¼ Ci; Cri ¼ ; or Cri ¼ Ci; Cui ¼ ;: ð2:27Þ
It is assumed, that the boundary conditions prescribed at the
inﬁnity (jxj ! 1) generate the ﬁeld (x 2 Rd)
r0ðxÞ ¼ ðLc  e0ÞðxÞ þ ac ð2:28Þ
in a homogeneous medium
Lcðy þ x; zþ xÞ ¼ Lcðy; zÞ; acðxÞ  ac ¼ const:;
bcðxÞ  bc ¼ const:; fcðxÞ  fc ¼ const: ð2:29Þ
without heterogeneities (VðxÞ  0; 8x; y; z 2 Rd).
For the homogeneous loading, Eq. (2.28) is presented by the
constant parameters
r0 ¼ Lce0 þ ac; r0; e0  const:; ð2:30Þ
where LcðxÞ  R Lcðx; yÞdy ¼ const. In such a case, independently on
both the local and nonlocal nature of the constitutive law (2.8) in
the micro (nano) points of a statistically homogeneous medium
(2.4), the ﬁeld macrovariables hri and hei are related by the local
material effective constant tensors
hri ¼ Lhei þ a; hei ¼Mhri þ b; ð2:31Þ
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eðxÞ ¼ AðxÞhei þ CðxÞ; rðxÞ ¼ BðxÞhei þ CrðxÞ; ð2:32Þ
eðxÞ ¼ ArðxÞhri þ CrðxÞ; rðxÞ ¼ BrðxÞhri þ CrrðxÞ ð2:33Þ
for the prescribed hei (2.32) and hri (2.33), respectively. Then a
straight forward generalization of the corresponding results for
the nonlocal elasticity by Buryachenko (2011b) leads to
L ¼ hB> i; M ¼ hA>r i; ð2:34Þ
a ¼ hA> ai ¼ hB> bi; ð2:35Þ
b ¼ hA>r ai ¼ hB>r bi; ð2:36Þ
W ¼ 1
2
ha1Ci ¼ 
1
2
hb1Crri; ð2:37Þ
which are reduced to the classical results by Hill (1963a) and Levin
(1967) for the local thermoelasticity. The stored energy W :¼ haei
and W :¼ hbri (at fðxÞ;bðxÞ  0) corresponding to hei  0 and
hri  0 are expressed by Eqs. (2.371) and (2.372), respectively.
The stored energiesW, like a and b, depend only on the ﬁelds
aðxÞ; bðxÞ and the transformation functions and act like effective
material constants, which can be observed macroscopically (see,
e.g., Buryachenko, 2007). It should be mentioned that the effective
eigenﬁelds a; b, and stored energy W depend not only on
the material properties but also on its ‘‘loading’’ by temperature
changes DT ¼ const. or similar sources of eigenﬁelds. So the effec-
tive material parameters can be obtained from a; b, andW by its
normalization with respect to DT. Because of this, strictly speaking,
the real effective parameters are a=DT; b=DT , and W=ðDTÞ2
(which do not depend on DT) rather than a; b, andW, respectively.
3. General integral equations (GIEs) for composite materials
3.1. One inclusion
For one heterogeneity vk in the inﬁnite matrix, one introduces
the general notions of the perturbators of the driving ﬁeld
Lskðx xk; bsÞ, the ﬂux Lgkðx xk; bgÞ, and the potential Lukðx xk; bsÞ
Lskðx xk; bsÞ  eðxÞ  e0ðxÞ; ð3:1Þ
Lgkðx xk; bgÞ  rðxÞ  r0ðxÞ; ð3:2Þ
Lusk ðx xk; bsÞ  uðxÞ  u0ðxÞ; ð3:3Þ
which produce the perturbations of the ﬁelds eðxÞ; rðxÞ, and uðxÞ,
respectively, in the point x due to the insertion of the heterogeneity
center into the point xk. bs; bg are the symbolic notations of depen-
dance of Lskðx xk; bsÞ; Lgkðx xk; bgÞ, and Lusk ðx xk; bsÞ on sðxÞ; gðxÞ
(x 2 vkÞ, respectively, and f1ðxÞ (x 2 vkÞ; suðxÞt (x 2 CukÞ, and
srðxÞt  n (x 2 Crk Þ. Obviously, the perturbators Lskðx xk; bsÞ;
Lgkðx xk; bgÞ, and Lusk ðx xk; bsÞ are the generalizations of multipli-
cations of the corresponding Green’s functions and some polariza-
tions of a point defect to the impacts of heterogeneity vk of the
ﬁnite size with the possible imperfection of boundary conditions.
In particular, the perturbators can be presented through the Green’s
functions for the perfect interface conditions (see Eq. (2.24)) and can
be modiﬁed for the case of imperfect interface (see Eqs. (2.25) and
(2.26)) in the following manner (see for details Buryachenko, 2013)
Lskðx xk; bsÞ ¼ Z
vk
Uðx yÞsðyÞdy þ
Z
vk
rGðx yÞpðyÞdy

Z
Cuk
rT>ðx sÞsuðsÞtds
Z
Crk
rGðx sÞsrðsÞt  nðsÞds;
ð3:4ÞLgkðx xk; bgÞ ¼ Z
vk
Cðx yÞ  gðyÞdy þ
Z
vk
Lc  rGðx yÞpðyÞdy

Z
Cuk
Lc  rT>ðx sÞsuðsÞtds

Z
Crk
Lc  rGðx sÞsrðsÞt  nðsÞds; ð3:5Þ
Lusk ðx xk; bsÞ ¼ Z
vk
rGðx yÞsðyÞdy þ
Z
vk
Gðx yÞpðyÞdy

Z
Cuk
T>ðx sÞsuðsÞtds

Z
Crk
Gðx sÞsrðsÞt  nðsÞds; ð3:6Þ
The perturbators Lskðx xk; bsÞ; Lgkðx xk; bgÞ, and Lusk ðx xk; bsÞ can
be found from joint solutions of Eqs. (3.1), (3.3) and (3.4), (3.6),
respectively, and the contact conditions at the interfaces Cuk (2.25)
and Crk (2.26). The volume integrals in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) are
estimated over the open domains where the boundaries Cui ; C
r
i
are excluded. The integral operator kernel Cðx yÞ ¼
Lc  ðIdðx yÞ þ ULcÞ is called the Green ﬂux tensor. For the local
elasticity case (2.10), Cðx yÞ is the Green stress tensor (see, e.g.
Kröner, 1977), while the tensor of the ‘‘fundamental traction’’ T
on Cuk (called also Kupradze tensor, see, e.g. Ballas et al., 1989)
associated with the tensor of ‘‘fundamental displacement’’ G is
given by Tirðx; sÞ ¼ LijpqnC
u
k
j ðsÞ@Gprðx sÞ=@xq.
It should be mentioned that the driving ﬁeld perturbator
Lskðx xk; bsÞ and the ﬂux perturbator Lgkðx xk; bgÞ are linked by
the relation
Lgkðx xk; bgÞ ¼ sðxÞVkðxÞ þLc Lskðx xk; bsÞ; ð3:7Þ
which can be established by the substitution of both the constitu-
tive law (2.8) and the identities
L1  ðe bÞ ¼ Lc  M1  r½ 
; ð3:8Þ
e ¼ ½Mc  rþ bc
 þ ½M1  rþ b1
 ð3:9Þ
into Eq. (3.2). HereM1ðyÞ and b1ðyÞ are the jumps of the operator
MðkÞ and the eigenstrain bðkÞ inside the component v ðkÞ
ðk ¼ 0; . . . ;NÞ with respect to the operatorMc and bc , respectively.
Thus, we have proved that Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are equivalent and
the perturbators Lgkðx xk; bgÞ and Lskðx xk; bsÞ are related by the
equality (3.7) independently on the concrete representations of
these operators.
We introduce the so-called effective ﬁelds eðxÞ; rðxÞ, and uðxÞ
as the local ﬁelds acting on the heterogeneity x 2 vk, which are
coincide with the ﬁelds e0ðxÞ; r0ðxÞ, and u0ðxÞ, respectively, for
the current problem for a single inclusion. Introduction of the
effective ﬁelds makes it possible to deﬁne another sort of the
perturbators
Lkðx xk; eÞ  eðxÞ  eðxÞ; ð3:10Þ
Lrk ðx xk;rÞ  rðxÞ  rðxÞ; ð3:11Þ
Lukðx xk;uÞ  uðxÞ  uðxÞ: ð3:12Þ
Strictly speaking, the perturbators Lskðx xk; bsÞ (3.1), Lgkðx xk; bgÞ
(3.2), and Lusk ðx xk; bsÞ (3.3) and their integral representations
(3.4)–(3.6) are just the notations of some problemwhich is destined
to solve while the perturbators Lkðx xk; eÞ (3.10), Lrk ðx xk;rÞ
(3.11), and Lukðx xk;uÞ (3.12) are the solutions of this problem.
In the case of the integral representation (3.4)–(3.6), this solutions
should be found from the joint solutions of Eqs. (3.1)–(3.3) and
(3.4)–(3.6), respectively, and the contact conditions at the interfaces
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k (linear elastic case is considered in Section 6.2 where
the other methods are presented if the integral representations
(3.4)–(3.6) are not used).
The mentioned perturbators (3.1)–(3.3) and (3.10)–(3.12) can
be found by any available numerical method, such as e.g. the vol-
ume integral equation (VIE), boundary element method (BEM),
FEM, hybrid FEM-BEM, multipole expansion method, complex
potential method, and other (see for references Buryachenko,
2007; Ghosh, 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Kushch, 2013; Sejnoha and
Zeman, 2013). Each method has advantages and disadvantages
and it is crucial for the analyst to be aware of their range of appli-
cations. In particular, the VIE method for the ideal contact condi-
tions enables one to restrict discretization to the inclusions only
(in contrast to the FEA), and an inhomogeneous structure of inclu-
sions (see, e.g., Chen et al., 1990; Jayaraman and Reifsnider, 1992;
You et al., 2006) presents no problem in the framework of the same
numerical scheme (compared to the standard BEM). The VIE
method (see Buryachenko, 2010c) has well developed routines
for the solution of integral equations (such as, e.g., the iteration
method and the quadrature schemes) and allows to analyze arbi-
trary inhomogeneous ﬁelds e0ðxÞ and r0ðxÞ. However, the VIE
method is quite time-consuming and no optimized commercial
softwares exist for its application. From other side, the FEM is sup-
ported by well developed commercial softwares and gives strong
advantages in term of CPU-time. The FEA is especially effective
for estimations of perturbators at the constant ﬁelds e0;r0 = const.
(see e.g., Buryachenko and Brun, 2011, 2012a,b, 2013).
Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) can be recast in other operator forms
eðxÞ ¼ Bi ðeÞðxÞ þ Ci ðxÞ; v isðxÞ ¼Ri ðeÞðxÞ þ Fi ðxÞ; ð3:13Þ
rðxÞ ¼ Bri ðrÞðxÞ þ Cri ðxÞ; v igðxÞ ¼Rri ðrÞðxÞ þ Fri ðxÞ; ð3:14Þ
where
Bi ðeÞðxÞ ¼ Li ðx xi; eÞ þ IeðxÞ Li ðx xi;0Þ;
Ci ðxÞ ¼ Li ðx xi;0Þ; ð3:15Þ
BrðrÞðxÞ ¼ Lrðx x ;rÞ þ IrðxÞ Lrðx x ;0Þ;i i i i i
Cri ðxÞ ¼ Lri ðx xi;0Þ; ð3:16Þ
Ri ðeÞðxÞ ¼ v iLð1Þ1  Bi ðeÞðxÞ; Fi ðxÞ ¼ v i½Lð1Þ1  Ci ðxÞ þ a1ðxÞ
;
ð3:17Þ
Rri ðrÞðxÞ ¼ v iMð1Þ1 Bri ðrÞðxÞ; Fri ðxÞ ¼ v i½Mð1Þ1  Cri ðxÞ þ b1ðxÞ
:
ð3:18Þ3.2. General integral equations
Buryachenko (2013) proposed the new general integral equa-
tions (GIEs)
eðx;aÞ ¼ heiðxÞþ
Z
½Lskðxxk;bsÞVdkðxk;aÞ hLskðxxk;bsÞiðxkÞ
dxk;
ð3:19Þ
rðx;aÞ¼ hriðxÞþ
Z
½Lgkðxxk; bgÞVdkðxk;aÞhLgkðxxk; bgÞiðxkÞ
dxk
ð3:20Þ
for the operator forms of the perturbators Lskðx xk; bsÞ and
Lgk ðx xk; bgÞ presenting notations of the numerical solutions (3.1)
and (3.2) which are quite general and not related with its concrete
numerical representation. We only need to know that Lskðx xk; bsÞ
and Lgkðx xk; bgÞ behave as Oðjx xkjdÞ at the inﬁnity
jx xkj ! 1. It was proved that the volume integrals over Rd in
(3.19) and (3.20) converge absolutely for both the statisticallyhomogeneous and inhomogeneous randomset X of heterogeneities.
It should be mentioned that Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) are equivalent
and can be obtained one from the other by the use of the identities
(3.7)–(3.9). This equivalence leads to the equivalence of the dual
effective laws with reciprocally inverse effective properties.
Let the inclusions v1; . . . ;vn be ﬁxed and we deﬁne two sorts of
effective ﬁelds for the driving ﬁelds eiðxÞ; e1;...;nðxÞ and ﬂuxes
riðxÞ; er1;...;nðxÞ ði ¼ 1; . . . ;n; x 2 v1; . . . ;vnÞ by the use of rearrange-
ments of Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) in the following operator forms (an
analogous particular case of this manipulation approach for the
linear elastic problem with the perfect interface is given in
Buryachenko, 2010a,b):
#ðxÞ ¼ #iðxÞ þLfi ðx xi;bfÞ; ð3:21Þ
#iðxÞ ¼ e#1;...;nðxÞ þXn
j–i
Lfj ðx xj;bfÞ; ð3:22Þ
e#1;...;nðxÞ ¼ h#iðxÞ þ Z ½Lfkðx xk;bfÞVdðxk j; v1;x1; . . . ;vn;xnÞ
 hLfkðx xk;bfÞiðxkÞ
dxk ð3:23Þ
for x 2 v i; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ; n; here Vdðxk j; v1;x1; . . . ;vn;xnÞ ¼P
mdðxk  xmÞ 
Pn
i¼1dðxk  xiÞ is a random delta function of hetero-
geneity centers xm (m ¼ 1;2; . . .Þ under the condition that
xk – xi; xi – xj if i– j (i; j ¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ. Hereafter for contraction of
calculations, we introduce the substitutions
ðe;rÞ $ #; ðs;gÞ $ f; ða; bÞ $ c ð3:24Þ
indicating that for each triplet # ¼ e; f ¼ s; c ¼ a and
# ¼ r; f ¼ g; c ¼ b, Eqs. (3.21)–(3.23) and the subsequent equations
with the variables #; f, and c are reduced to the corresponding
equations for the driving ﬁeld e and ﬂux r. The deﬁnitions of the
effective ﬁelds #iðxÞ; e#1;2;...;nðxÞ as well as their statistical averages
h#iiðxÞ; he#1;2;...;niðxÞ are nothing more than a notation convenience
for the different terms of the inﬁnite system (3.21)–(3.23),
respectively.
Then, considering some conditional statistical averages of the
general integral equations (3.19) and (3.20) leads to an inﬁnite sys-
tem of new integral equations ðn ¼ 1;2; . . .Þ
h# j v1;x1; . . . ;vn; xniðxÞ 
Xn
i¼1
hLfi ðx xi;bfÞ j v1;x1; . . . ;vn; xnii
¼ h#iðxÞ þ
Z
fhLfj ðx xj;bfÞ j;v1; x1; . . . ;vn;xnijuðv j;xj j;
v1; x1; . . . ; vn;xnÞ  hLfj ðx xj;bfÞiðxjÞgdxj: ð3:25Þ
Since x 2 v1; . . . ;vn in the n-th line of the system can take the values
inside the inclusions v1; . . . ;vn, the nth line actually contains n
equations. Statistical averaging hðÞii stands for the averaging over
all surrounding heterogeneities at the ﬁxed v i, while the average
hðÞiðxjÞ implies the averaging over all possible location of v i with
possible dependence of this average on the macrocoordinate xi as
for FGMs.
Introduction of both the effective ﬁelds (3.21) and another sort
of the perturbators (3.10) and (3.11) makes it possible to recast the
GIE (3.25) in terms of the effective ﬁelds (x 2 vk; k ¼ 1;2; . . .)
h# j v1;x1; . . . ;vn; xniðxÞ 
Xn
i–k
hLhi ðx xi;#Þ j v1;x1; . . . ;vn; xnii
¼ h#iðxÞ þ
Z
fhLhj ðx xj;#Þ j; v1;x1; . . . ;vn; xnijuðv j;xj j;
v1;x1; . . . ;vn; xnÞ  hLhj ðx xj;#ÞiðxjÞgdxj: ð3:26Þ
It should be mentioned that for the perfect interface (2.24), and
the integral representations of the perturbators (3.22) and (3.23),
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eðxÞ ¼ heiðxÞ þ
Z
½Uðx yÞsðyÞ  hUðx yÞsiðyÞ
dy
þ
Z
½rGðx yÞpðyÞ  hrGpiðyÞ
dy; ð3:27Þ
rðxÞ ¼ hriðxÞ þ
Z
½Cðx yÞ  gðyÞ  hCgiðyÞ
dy þLð0Þ

Z
½rGðx yÞpðyÞ  hrGðx yÞpiðyÞ
dy: ð3:28Þ3.3. Some particular cases and approximate GIEs
Contrary to the new GIEs having both the operator form (3.19)
and (3.20) and the Green’s function representation (3.27) and
(3.28), the classical GIEs are only known in the form expressed
through the Green’s functions (for the case of the local elasticity
(2.10) and p;b1; f1  0 being considered, a comprehensive review
can be found in Buryachenko, 2007a)
eðxÞ ¼ heiðxÞ þ
Z
Uðx yÞ½sðyÞ  hsiðyÞ
dy; ð3:29Þ
rðxÞ ¼ hriðxÞ þ
Z
Cðx yÞ  ½gðyÞ  hgiðyÞ
dy; ð3:30Þ
where one used the point approximations of the renormalizing
terms in Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28)
hUðx yÞsiðyÞ ¼ Uðx yÞhsiðyÞ; ð3:31Þ
hCðx yÞ  giðyÞ ¼ Cðx yÞ  hgiðyÞ: ð3:32Þ
Buryachenko (2010c, 2013) has estimated the error of the approxi-
mations (3.31) and (3.32) in some model examples and proved an
incorrectness of a popular justiﬁcation (with an intuitive level of
rigor) of Eqs. (3.31) and(3.32) asserting that the deterministic func-
tions Uðx yÞ and Cðx yÞ can be always carried out from the
brackets hðÞiðyÞ of statistical average in Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28).
Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) were proposed by Buryachenko (2001) for
the FGMs. Additional assumption of the statistical homogeneity of
media (2.4) subjected to the homogeneous boundary conditions
(2.30) reduces Eq. (3.29) and (3.30) to the known ones
eðxÞ ¼ hei þ
Z
Uðx yÞ½sðyÞ  hsi
dy; ð3:33Þ
rðxÞ ¼ hri þ
Z
Cðx yÞ  ½gðyÞ  hgi
dy; ð3:34Þ
which goes back to Rayleigh (1892) who considered effective con-
ductivity of periodic system containing a square arrays of cylinders
or cubic lattices of spheres.
Moreover, for a particular case of the ﬁeld X bounded in one
direction (such as a laminated structure of some real FGM, see,
e.g., Plankensteiner et al., 1996, and Chapter 12 in Buryachenko,
2007), Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) are reduced to the equations
eðxÞ ¼ e0 þ
Z
Uðx yÞsðyÞdy; ð3:35Þ
rðxÞ ¼ r0 þ
Z
Cðx yÞ  gðyÞdy; ð3:36Þ
which were also widely used for statistically homogeneous media
subjected to the homogeneous boundary conditions. It such a
case the improper integrals in Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) do not
absolutely convergent at inﬁnity where the integrands behave asOððjx yjdÞ. There are known a few ways haw to overcome these
difﬁculties (see for details Buryachenko, 2007, 2010b, 2014c) and
any of them can not be recognized as a mathematically rigorous
method. In particular, one way of modifying such a conditionally
convergent integrals resulted by the long-range interactions is the
so-called method of normalization (or renormalization, in analogy
to its use in quantum ﬁeld theory) achieved by subtracting from
Eqs. (3.35) (and (3.36)) the conditionally convergent behavior
which is asymptotically close to Uðx yÞsðyÞ at jx yj ! 1. The
renormalization procedure (see, e.g., Batchelor, 1972; Jeffrey,
1973; Willis and Acton, 1976) consists in subtraction out of the con-
ditionally convergent term by making use of an expression that has
the identical convergence properties as the term presenting the
difﬁculty, but which also has a limiting value that is known.
Comparing non-renormalized (3.35) and (3.36) and renormalized
(3.33) and (3.34) equations, (McCoy, 1979, 1981) suggested that
one can formally remove the conditionally convergent term appear-
ing in the former by simply setting them equal to zero. There are
well-known non-canonical regularizations proposed by Kroner,
1974 (see also Kröner, 1986) and independently reproposed by
Kanaun (1977) (see also for references Kanaun and Levin, 2008)
Z
Uðx yÞhdy ¼ 0; or
Z
Cðx yÞhdy ¼ Lch ð3:37Þ
and
Z
Uðx yÞhdy ¼Mch; or
Z
Cðx yÞhdy ¼ 0 ð3:38Þ
for the ﬁrst and the second boundary-value problem, respectively;
h is an arbitrary constant symmetric second-order tensor. Thus, in
the light of the note by McCoy (1979, 1981), the ‘‘non-canonical
regularizations’’ (3.37) and (3.38) can be considered as some sort
of the renormalization method. Buryachenko (2001, 2007a) proved
that the correctness of these regularizations (3.37) and (3.38) is
questionable. The renormalizing term Uðx yÞhsi in Eq. (3.33) is
attributed as obtained by O’Brian (1979) at the condition (3.31)
through the application of the Gauss theorem to some boundary
integral involved although this conversion was independently
proposed by Khoroshun (1974) (see also Khoroshun, 1978). From
the other side, Eq. (3.33) was obtained by Shermergor (1977) by
proposing a more general centering method.
Another widely used simple technique (see Levin, 1975, 1976;
Willis, 1983; Sevostianov et al., 1998 and the references in
Kanaun and Levin, 2008) is worthy of notice. This method is based
on a statistical averaging of Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) with subsequent
excluding the ﬁelds e0 and r0 from both the obtained averaged
equations and the initial Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36). Of course, this tech-
nique is exactly the centering method (the initial version of this
method was proposed by Shermergor, 1977) exploited for trans-
forming of Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) into the correct approximate
Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34) (compare with the exact Eqs. (3.27) and
(3.28)), rather than for excluding of the deterministic constant
known functions e0 and r0, respectively. Indeed, denoting
Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) as gðxÞ ¼ 0 leads the mentioned technique
to the correct approximate Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34), respectively.
gðxÞ ¼ 0 ) gðxÞ  hgi ¼ 0; ð3:39Þ
while the initial Eq. (3.391) (or Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36)) is question-
able. This apparent simplicity of the mentioned technique is
explained by the absence of necessity to prove vanishing of some
surface integrals (see for details Buryachenko, 2010b, 2013,
2014c) which are lost in Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36).
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4.1. Two heterogeneities in the inﬁnite matrix
Let us assume that two inclusions v i and v j are placed in an inﬁ-
nite homogeneous matrix subjected to the inhomogeneous ﬁelde#i;jðxÞ (# ¼ e;r; x 2 Rd). For x 2 v i, Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) can be
recast in the form
#ðxÞ ¼ #iðxÞ þLhi ðx xi; b#Þ; ð4:1Þ
#iðxÞ ¼ Lhj ðx xj; b#Þ: ð4:2Þ
We can transform Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) into the following ones
(x 2 v i)
#ðxÞ  e#i;jðxÞ Lhi ðx xi; e#i;jÞ ¼ Lhi;jðx xj; e#i;jÞ ð4:3Þ
deﬁning the perturbator Lhi;jðx xj; e#i;jÞ which can be found by any
numerical method (e.g., such as BIE and FEA, complex potential
method and others) analogously to the operator Lhi ðx xi;#iÞ. It
should be mentioned that the operators Lhi ðx xi; e#i;jÞ and
Lhi;jðx xj; e#i;jÞ (4.3) act on the effective ﬁelds e#i;jðxÞ at x 2 v i and
x 2 v i;v j, respectively, and the kernel of the operator Lhi;j can be
decomposed (K ¼ I; JÞ:
Lhi;jðx; yÞ ¼ LhIi;jðx; yÞ þLhJi;jðx; yÞ; LhKi;j ðx; yÞ ¼ Lhi;jðx; yÞVkðyÞ; ð4:4Þ
where one follows Mura’s (1987) tensorial indicia notation; i.e.,
repeated lowercase indices are summed up from 1 to d, while
uppercase indices always take on the same numbers as the corre-
sponding lowercase ones but are not summed up.
The ﬁelds inside the heterogeneity v i can be estimated from
Eq. (4.3)
#ðxÞ Bhi ðe#i;jÞðxÞ  Chi ðxÞ ¼ Bhi;jðe#i;jÞðxÞ þ Chi;jðxÞ; ð4:5Þ
where the operator concentration and transformation concentra-
tion factors are deﬁned through the corresponding perturbators
analogously to Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16)
Lhi;jðx xj; e#i;jÞ ¼ Bhi;jðe#i;jÞðxÞ þ Chi;jðxÞ: ð4:6Þ
Let us replace the inhomogeneity v j by the ﬁctitious inclusion
L1ðyÞ  0 (y 2 v i) with the matrix properties Lð0Þ and the ﬁctitious
eigenﬁeld (c ¼ a; b and # ¼ e;r, respectively)
cfict1 ðxÞ ¼Rhi ðe#i;jÞðxÞ  Fhi ðxÞ; ð4:7Þ
so that the constitutive equation in the inclusion v j is rðyÞ ¼
Lð0Þ  eðyÞ þ bfict1 ðyÞ. Then the polarization tensors fðyÞ ¼ cfict1 ðyÞ
(y 2 v j) can be assumed to be known and Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5) can
be reduced to
#ðxÞ  e#i;jðxÞ Lhi ðx xi; e#i;jÞ ¼ Lh1i;j ðx xj; e#i;jÞ; ð4:8Þ
#ðxÞ Bhi ðe#i;jÞðxÞ  Chi ðxÞ ¼ Bh1i;j ðe#i;jÞðxÞ þ Ch1i;j ðxÞ; ð4:9Þ
respectively, deﬁning the new perturbator Lh1i;j ðx xj; e#i;jÞ (x 2 v i)
and the concentration factors Bh1i;j ðe#i;jÞðxÞ; Ch1i;j ðxÞ which can be
estimated analogously to Lhi;jðx xj; e#i;jÞ (4.8), and Bh1i;j ðe#i;jÞðxÞ;
Ch1i;j ðxÞ (4.9), respectively.
Thus, the tensors Bhi ð#iÞðxÞ and Chi ðxÞ (x; y 2 v i) describe the
ﬁeld #ðxÞ in the isolated inclusion v i in the inﬁnite matrix sub-
jected to the loading #iðxÞ (x 2 v i). In so doing, the tensors
Bhi;jðe#i;jðxÞÞ and Chi;jðxÞ (x 2 v i) deﬁne the perturbation of the ﬁeld
#ðxÞ introduced by the placement of the inclusion v j interacting
with the inclusion v i. The tensors Bh1i;j ðe#i;jÞðxÞ and Ch1i;j ðxÞ describe
another perturbation of the ﬁeld #ðxÞ at x 2 v i produced by theinclusion v j interacting just with the external loading e#i;jðyÞ
(y 2 v j) but not with the inclusion v i.
In so doing, the tensors Bh1i;j ðe#ÞðxÞ and Ch1i;j ðxÞ are deﬁned on the
whole space x 2 Rd while Bhi;jðe#ÞðxÞ and Chi;jðxÞ are deﬁned only on
x 2 Rd n v j. The tensors Bh1i;j ðe#ÞðxÞ and Ch1i;j ðxÞ can be considered
as the ﬁrst-order approximation of the tensors B1i;j ðe#ÞðxÞ and
C1i;j ðxÞ by the iteration method.
In a similar manner we can deﬁne the effective ﬁeld perturba-
tors J hi;j; T
c
i;jðxÞ and J h1i;j ; Tc1i;j ðxÞ describing the perturbation of
the effective ﬁeld #iðxÞ  e#i;jðxÞ introduced by both the heteroge-
neity v j and the ﬁctitious inclusion with the response operator
Lð0Þ and eigenﬁeld cfict1 ðyÞ (y 2 v j; x 2 v i; z 2 Rd) (4.7) and (4.8),
respectively,
#iðxÞ  e#i;jðxÞ ¼ J hi;jðe#i;jÞðxÞ þ Tci;jðxÞ; ð4:10Þ
#iðzÞ  e#i;jðzÞ ¼ J h1i;j ðe#i;jÞðxÞ þ Tc1i;j ðxÞ; ð4:11Þ
where the operators J hi;j and J
h1
i;j on the constant e#i;jðyÞ ¼ const.
are reduced to the tensors with the corresponding contraction of
the kernels
Jhi;jðxÞ ¼ hJ hi;jðx; yÞiðjÞ; Jh1j ðzÞ ¼ hJ h1j ðz; yÞiðjÞ ð4:12Þ
(y 2 v j; x 2 v i; z 2 Rd), respectively. No confusion will arise hereaf-
ter in deﬁnition of the operator D (Bhi ; B
h
i;j; J
h
i;j; J
h1
i;j ) with the ker-
nel Dðx; yÞ on the inhomogeneous functions gðyÞ (e.g.,
gðyÞ ¼ he#i;jiðyÞ; h#jiðyÞ; y 2 Vk; Vk ¼ Vi;Vj;Vi þ Vj)
DðgÞðxÞ ¼
Z
Dðx; yÞgðyÞVkðyÞdy: ð4:13Þ
The operator D is reduced to the tensor DðxÞ on the constant func-
tions gðyÞ ¼ g  const. (y 2 Vk)
DðgÞðxÞ ¼ DðxÞg; DðxÞ ¼
Z
Dðx; yÞVkðyÞdy: ð4:14Þ
For ascertaining the connections between Bhi;jðxÞ; Chi;jðxÞ and
J hi;jðe#i;jÞðxÞ, we recast Eq. (4.6) in terms of the effective ﬁelds
J hi;jðeri;jÞðxÞ ¼ ðBhi Þ1ðBhi;jðeri;jÞÞðxÞ; Tci;jðxÞ ¼ ðBhi Þ1ðChi;jÞðxÞ:
ð4:15Þ4.2. General representations for the effective ﬁelds
Fixing the inclusion v i in the composite material produces the
random effective ﬁeld #iðxÞ (3.26) which can be recast for n ¼ 1
as (x 2 v i)
h#iiðxÞ ¼ h#iðxÞ þ
Z
fhLhj ðx xj;#Þ j;v i;xiijuðv j; xj j;v i; xiÞ
 hLhj ðx xj;#jÞiðxjÞgdxj: ð4:16Þ
In Eq. (4.16) the conditional perturbator hLhj ðx xj;#Þ j; v i;xiij can
be expressed through the explicit perturbator for two interacting
heterogeneities subjected to the ﬁeld e#i;j
h#iiðxÞ ¼ h#iðxÞ þ
Z
f½J hi;jðhe#i;jiÞðxÞ þ Tci;jðxÞ
uðv j; xj j;v i; xiÞ
 ½J h1i;j ðhe#i;jiÞðxÞ þ Tc1i;j ðxÞ
gdxj: ð4:17Þ
No restrictions are imposed on the microtopology of the
microstructure and the shape of inclusions as well as on the ﬁeld
inhomogeneity inside the inclusions. However, the main computa-
tional advantage of the proposed Eq. (4.17) lies in the fact that such
fundamental notion of micromechanics as the Green’s function is
not exploited, and we can analyze any anisotropy of constituents
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structure of inclusions. We constructed Eq. (4.17) by the use of
some building blocks described by the numerical solutions for both
one and two inclusions inside the inﬁnite medium subjected to the
homogeneous loading at inﬁnity. Just at some additional assump-
tions, the tensors mentioned above can be expressed through the
Green’s function, Eshelby (1961) tensor and external Eshelby
tensor. Eq. (4.17) is exact and involves two sorts of statistically
averaged effective ﬁelds h#iiðxÞ and he#i;jiðxÞ which can be found
from the inﬁnite hierarchy of equations analogously to the system
(3.26). These truncated hierarchies of equations will be limited by
Eq. (4.17) and analyzed for both the random and periodic struc-
tures by the use of the closing assumption considered in the next
subsection.
5. Some particular cases, asymptotic representations, and
simpliﬁcations
Although the equations in Sections 3 and 4 are fulﬁlled for
statistically inhomogeneous media subjected to inhomogeneous
loading, in the next sections, the GIEs presented will be only
applied to statistically homogeneous media subjected to the
homogeneous remote loading for estimations of both the
concentration factors inside a representative heterogeneity and
effective properties.
5.1. Closing assumption
For the closing of Eq. (4.17) we will use the following
hypothesis:
Hypothesis H2a. Each pair of inclusions v j and v j is subjected to
the inhomogeneous ﬁeld e#i;jðxÞ, and statistical average he#i;jiðxÞ is
deﬁned by the formulae
he#i;jiðxÞ ¼ h#kiðxÞ ð5:1Þ
at x 2 vk; k ¼ i; j.
The reﬁned version of the closing assumption (5.1) of the MEFM
proposed by Buryachenko (2007b) takes into account both the
three-point correlation functions and dependence of the effective
ﬁelds acting on each pair of heterogeneities v i and v j on the dis-
tance jxi  xjj.
The adoption of hypothesis H2a makes it possible to reduce
Eq. (4.17) to the operator one
h#iiðxÞ ¼ h#iðxÞ þ
Z
f½J Ihi;jðx xj; h#iiÞ þJ Jhi;jðx xj; h#jiÞ

	uðv j; xj j;v i; xiÞ J h1i;j ðx xj; h#jiÞgdxj ð5:2Þ
were a decomposition J hi;j ¼ J Ihi;j þJ Jhi;j was introduced analogously
to Eq. (4.4). An integral equation (5.2) can be solved by the iteration
method based on the recursion formula
h#½nþ1
i iðxÞ¼h#iðxÞþ
Z
J Ihi;j #
½n

i
D E 
ðxÞþJ Jhi;j #½n
j
D E 
ðxÞþTci;jðxÞ
h in
	uðv j;xj j;v i;xiÞ½J h1i;j #½n
j
D E 
ðxÞþTc1i;j ðxÞ

o
dxj; ð5:3Þ
#½nþ1

 
iðxÞ ¼ Bhi #
½nþ1

i
D E 
ðxÞ þ Chi ðxÞ; ð5:4Þ
v i f½nþ1

 
iðxÞ ¼Rhi #
½nþ1

i
D E 
ðxÞ þ Fhi ðxÞ; ð5:5Þ
with an initial approximation considered in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
The solution (5.3)–(5.5) can be formally presented in the Neumann
series form for the solution hfiiðxÞ and h#iiðxÞ (x 2 v i)v ihfiiðxÞ  v i limn!1hf
½n
iiðxÞ ¼ Rhi ðxÞhri þ Fhi ðxÞ;
h#iiðxÞ  limn!1h#
½n
iiðxÞ ¼ Bhi ðxÞhri þ Chi ðxÞ;
ð5:6Þ
which yields the ﬁnal representations for the effective properties
K ¼ Kð0Þ þ hRhVi; c ¼ cð0Þ þ hFhVi; W ¼ hc1ChVi ð5:7Þ
for K ¼ L;M; # ¼ e;r, and c ¼ a; b, respectively. A convergence of
the sequence hf½n
iiðxÞ (5.61) and h#½n
iiðxÞ (5.22) is analyzed analo-
gously to Buryachenko (2010c) for the locally elastic case.
The hypothesis H2a, rewritten in terms of the ﬁelds #ðxÞ,
(x 2 v i), is a standard closing assumption (see for references, e.g.,
Willis, 1981; Buryachenko, 2007a; Kanaun and Levin, 2008) degen-
erating to the ‘‘quasicrystalline’’ approximation by Lax (1952)
which ignores the binary interaction of heterogeneities and
assumes homogeneity of the effective ﬁelds:
Hypothesis H2b, ‘‘quasi-crystalline’’ approximation. It is
supposed that the mean value of the effective ﬁeld at a point x 2 v i
does not depend on the ﬁeld inside surrounding heterogeneities
v j – v i; x 2 vk; ðk ¼ i; jÞ:
h#jv i;xi;v j; xjiðxÞ ¼ h#kiðxÞ;
h#kiðxÞ  const:
ð5:8Þ
In the framework of the EFH H1 (see for details Section 5.2), the
principal difference between the hypotheses H2a (5.1) and H2b
(5.8) (see for details Chapter 13 by Buryachenko, 2007a) is beyond
the scope of the direct substitution of the ﬁeld #ðxÞ for the effective
ﬁeld #ðxÞ. Of more importance is an acceptance of the assumption
(5.1) after the consideration of multiparticle inclusion interactions
(4.10) rather than before as in hypothesis (5.8). What seems to be
only a formal trick yields to the discovery of fundamentally new
nonlocal effects in the theory of Functionally Graded Materials,
which was demonstrated in Chapter 13 by Buryachenko (2007a)
for the locally elastic case. However, even for statistically homoge-
neous composites, it was shown that the use of the assumption
(5.1) instead of (5.8) can lead to a variation of the concentration
factors by a factor of two or more.
It is possible a straightforward generalization of ‘‘quasicrystal-
line’’ approximation by Lax (1952) (5.81) when the assumption
(5.82) is relaxed: h#kiðxÞXconst at x 2 vk, (k ¼ i; j; a case of the
local elasticity was considered by Buryachenko, 2010c) that is
equivalent to the equalities
hLsj ðx xj; bsðjÞÞ j;v1;x1i ¼ hLsj ðx xj; bsðjÞÞi;
hLgj ðx xj; bgðjÞÞ j;v1;x1i ¼ hLgj ðx xj; bgðjÞÞi: ð5:9Þ
It greatly simpliﬁes the problem (5.3) where in such a case
J hi;j ¼ J h1i;j (x 2 v i) reducing Eqs. (5.3) to
h#½nþ1
i iðxÞ ¼ h#iðxÞ þ
Z
½J h1i;j ðh#½n
j iÞ þ Tc1i:j ðxÞ

	½uðv j; xj j;v i; xiÞ  nðjÞðxjÞ
dxj: ð5:10Þ
For local elasticity this method uses as a background the new GIE
(3.27) and (3.28) proposed by Buryachenko (2010b) and makes it
possible to abandon the basic concepts of micromechanics:
effective ﬁeld hypothesis, and the hypothesis of ‘‘ellipsoidal
symmetry’’ (see Section 5.4). The results of this abandonment for
local elasticity were quantitatively estimated for some modeled
composites reinforced by aligned continuously inhomogeneous
ﬁbers. Some new effects were detected that were impossible in
the framework of the classical background (3.29) and (3.30) of
micromechanics.
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In order to ﬁnd an initial approximation of Eqs. (5.3) and (5.10)
we now apply the so-called effective ﬁeld hypothesis which is the
main approximate hypothesis of many micromechanical methods
(see for references and details Buryachenko, 2007a, 2014c):
Hypothesis H1a. Each inclusion v i has an ellipsoidal form and is
located in the ﬁeld (3.22)
#iðyÞ  #ðxiÞ ðy 2 v iÞ; ð5:11Þ
which is homogeneous over the inclusion v i.
Hypothesis H1a allows us to reduce Eq. (5.3) to the algebraic
equation
h#iiðxÞ ¼ h#iðxÞ þ
Z
f½JIhi;jðx xjÞh#iiðxiÞ þ JJhi;jðx xjÞh#jiðxjÞ
þ Jci;jðx xjÞ
 	uðv j;xj j; v i;xiÞ  ½Jh1i;j ðx xjÞh#jiðxjÞ
þ Jc1i;j ðx xjÞ
gdxj; ð5:12Þ
where the linear operators J hi;j and J
h1
i;j (5.3) are decomposed and
reduced to the tensors (4.14) at the applying to the constant effec-
tive ﬁelds (5.11)
J Ihi;jðx xj; h#iiÞ þJ Jhi;jðx xj; h#jiÞ ¼ JIhi;jðx xjÞh#iiðxiÞ
þ JJhi;jðx xjÞh#jiðxjÞ þ Tci;jðxÞ; ð5:13Þ
J h1i;j ðx xj; h#jiÞ ¼ Jh1i;j ðx xjÞh#jiðxjÞ þ Tc1i;j ðxÞ: ð5:14Þ
For keeping the laying out down, one introduces the notations
for the statistical average of all perturbations introduced by sur-
rounding inclusions v j (j ¼ 1;2; . . . ; j– i) into the inclusion v i
JJhperti;j ðxxjÞ¼
Z
JJhi;jðxxjÞuðv j;xjj;v i;xiÞ Jh1i;j ðxxjÞnðjÞ
h i
dxj; ð5:15Þ
JIhperti;j ðx xjÞ ¼
Z
JIhi;jðx xjÞuðv j; xjj;v i; xiÞdxj; ð5:16Þ
Jcperti ðxxjÞ¼
XN
j
Z
Tci;jðxÞuðv j;xjj;v i;xiÞTc1i;j ðxÞnðjÞ
h i
dxj: ð5:17Þ
The volume averages over x 2 v i of the tensors JKhperti;j ðxÞ (K ¼ I; J)
and Jcperti ðxÞ over the volume of the inclusion v i are denoted by
the JKhperti;j (K ¼ I; J) and Jcperti , respectively. For the small concentra-
tion of inclusions c  hVi  1, the tensors JKhperti;j ðxÞ (K ¼ I; J) and
Jcperti ðxÞ are the linear functions of c. For a pure elastic case
(b1  0), the tensors JKhperti;j ðxÞ (K ¼ I; J) have a physical meaning of
the perturbations of the statistical average of the effective ﬁelds
h#iiðxÞ in the inclusion v i introduced by the action of surrounding
inclusions belonging to the phase v ðjÞ.
Volume averaging over x 2 v i of Eq. (5.12) leads to the closed
integral equation with respect to an inhomogeneous over macro-
coordinate xi of the effective ﬁelds h#iiðxiÞ. For the case (considered
hereafter) of statistically homogeneous media (2.3) subjected to
the homogeneous boundary conditions (2.28) and (2.30) when
h#iiðxiÞ  h#ii  const., this integral equation is reduced to the
algebraic one
h#ii ¼ h#i þ
XN
j¼1
JIhperti;j h#ii þ JJhperti;j h#ji þ dijJcpertj
 
ð5:18Þ
with the solution
h#ii ¼
XN
j¼1
Yij h#i þ Jcpertj
h i
; ð5:19ÞðY1Þij ¼ dij I
XN
k¼1
JIhperti;k
" #
 ð1 dijÞJJhperti;j : ð5:20Þ
Substituting Eq. (5.19) into the right-hand side of Eq. (5.12) leads to
the explicit representation for the statistical averages of effective
ﬁelds in the inclusion v i
h#iiðxÞ¼ h#iþ Jcperti ðxÞþ
XN
j;m¼1
JIhperti;j ðxÞYjmþ JJhperti;j ðxÞYjm
h i
h#iþ Jcpertm
 	
:
ð5:21Þ
After estimating the average polarization tensors inside the inclu-
sions, see Eqs. (3.13), (3.14), (4.14) and (5.21), the problem of calcu-
lating the effective properties becomes trivial and leads, according
to (5.7), to the following new representations:
h#iiðxÞ¼Bhh#iþChþBhi ðJcperti ÞðxÞ
þ
XN
j;m¼1
Bhi ðJIhperti;j ÞðxÞYimþBhi ðJJhperti;j ÞðxÞYjm
h i
h#iþ Jcpertm
 	
; ð5:22Þ
K ¼Kð0Þ þ hRhvViþ
XN
i;j;m¼1
nðiÞ hRhi ðJIhperti;j ÞiðiÞYimþhRhi ðJJhperti;j ÞiðiÞYjm
h i
; ð5:23Þ
XN
c ¼ hci þ hFhvVi þ
i¼1
nðiÞhRhi ðJcperti;j ÞiðiÞ
þ
XN
i;j;m¼1
nðiÞ hRhi ðJIhperti;j ÞiðiÞYim þ hRhi ðJJhperti;j ÞiðiÞYjm
h i
Jcpertm ; ð5:24Þ
W ¼ 1
2
hc1Chi 
1
2
XN
i¼1
nðiÞhcðiÞ1 Bhi ðJbperti ÞiðiÞ
 1
2
XN
i;j;m¼1
nðiÞhcðiÞ1 Bhi ðJIhperti;j ÞiðiÞYimJhpertm
 1
2
XN
i;j;m¼1
nðiÞhcðiÞ1 Bhi ðJJhperti;j ÞiðiÞYjmJcpertm ð5:25Þ
for K ¼ L;M; # ¼ e;r, and c ¼ a;b, respectively; here F vi ðxÞ :¼
v1i F iðxÞ; x 2 v i  v ðiÞ (F i ¼ Fi;Ri). It should be mentioned that
the effective ﬁeld h#iiðxÞ (5.21) is an inhomogeneous one while this
ﬁeld was assumed to be homogeneous in the initial version of the
MEFM (see Buryachenko, 2007a,b). Because of this the tensors
hfiiðxÞ; h#iiðxÞ– const. even for the linear elastic problem for the
homogeneous ellipsoidal inclusions when Rhi ðxÞ; Fhi ðxÞ;Bhi ðxÞ;
Chi ðxÞ ¼ const. (x 2 v i). Therefore, Eq. (5.21) is in reality the ﬁrst
order approximation of the effective ﬁelds rather than a zero one
usually used as an initial approximation (see Eq. (5.3). The zero
order approximation of h#ii (5.19) reduces Eqs. (5.22)–(5.25) to
the simpliﬁed representations
h#iiðxÞ ¼ BhðxÞh#i þ Chi ðxÞ þ Bhi ðxÞ
XN
j¼1
Yij h#i þ Jcpertj
h i
; ð5:26Þ
XN
K ¼ Kð0Þ þ
i;j¼1
nðiÞRhi Yij; ð5:27Þ
c ¼ cð0Þ þ hFhvVi þ
XN
i;j¼1
nðiÞRhi YijJ
cpert
j ; ð5:28Þ
W ¼ 1
2
hc1Chi 
1
2
XN
i;j
nðiÞhcðiÞ1 Bhi iðiÞYijJcperti;j : ð5:29Þ
Acceptance of the hypothesis H2b (5.8) instead of H2a (5.1) reduces
the iteration Eq. (5.3) to Eq. (5.10) while the initial approximations
(5.22)–(5.29) can be also simpliﬁed by the substitution
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JJhi;jðx xiÞ ¼ JJh1i;j ðx xiÞ; ð5:31Þ
Jci;jðx xiÞ ¼ Jc1i;j ðx xiÞ: ð5:32Þ5.3. Some additional hypotheses and initial approximations
To make further progress two next hypotheses are widely
used. The ﬁrst one is a hypothesis complimenting the basic
hypothesis H1a):
Hypothesis 1b, H1b. The operators Lfkðx xi;bfÞ of perturbations
generated by the heterogeneities v i at the point x R v i are deﬁned by
the relations:
Lfi ðx xi;bfÞ ¼ Lfi ðx xi;bfðiÞÞ: ð5:33Þ
Here the volume average of bfðyÞ (y 2 v i) over the volume of v i
denoted as bfðiÞ is considered below. It is interesting that hypothesis
H1a is equivalent to
Lhi ðx xi;#Þ ¼ Lhi ðx xi;#ðiÞÞ: ð5:34Þ
Only for a homogeneous ellipsoidal heterogeneity v i with bðxÞ;
fðxÞ  0 (x 2 Rd) and the perfect interface (2.22), the assumption
(5.34) yields the assumption (5.33), otherwise Eq. (5.33) deﬁne
the additional assumption. For the case of the local elasticity
(2.10) and b1; f1  0, Buryachenko (2010a), proved that the
acceptance of the assumptions H1b leads to equivalence of
Eqs. (3.27)–(3.30), respectively. Moreover, all methods used as a
background Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) implicitly exploit the Hypothesis
H1b. It should be mentioned that the popular formulation of
the EFH (hypothesis H1) is a combination of the hypotheses H1a
and H1b.
We decompose b#ðiÞ in such a manner that the perturbators
(5.33) of the volume average of polarization tensors are described
as
Lsi ðx xi; bsðiÞÞ ¼ Z
v i
Uðx yÞdybsfðiÞ þ Z
v i
rGðx yÞdypðiÞ; ð5:35Þ
Lgi ðx xi; bgðiÞÞ ¼ Z
v i
Cðx yÞ  dybgfðiÞ þ Z
v i
Lc  rGðx yÞdypðiÞ;
ð5:36Þ
Lusi ðx xi; bsðiÞÞ ¼ Z
v i
rGðx yÞdybsfðiÞ þ Z
v i
Gðx yÞdypðiÞ; ð5:37Þ
where bsfðiÞ and bgfðiÞ do not depend on b1ðxÞ; f1ðxÞ and are deﬁned by
the averages of Eqs. (2.17) over the closed domain v i [Ci taking
into account the jumps (2.25), (2.26) at the interface Ci
bsfðiÞ ¼ rðiÞ  ½Lc  eðiÞ þ ac
 þ 1v i
Z
Cri
ðsrt  nÞ  sds
 1
2v i
Lc 
Z
Ci
ðsut nþ n sutÞds; ð5:38Þ
bgfðiÞ ¼ eðiÞ  ½Mc  rðiÞ þ bc
  1v iMc 
Z
Cri
ðsrt  nÞ  sds
þ 1
2v i
Z
Ci
ðsut nþ n sutÞds; ð5:39Þ
while the averages eðiÞ and rðiÞ in (5.38) and (5.39) are estimated
over the open region v i (see, e.g. Duan and Karihaloo,
2007,Hashin, 1991b).For b1ðxÞ; f1ðxÞ  0, according to the hypothesis H1a and in
view of the linearity of the problem, there exist the tensors
Ri ðxÞ; Rri ðxÞ; Fi ðxÞ; Fri ðxÞ, such as (x 2 Rd)
v ibsfðxÞ ¼ Ri ðxÞeðxiÞ þ Fi ðxÞ; ð5:40Þ
v ibgfðxÞ ¼ Rri ðxÞrðxiÞ þ Fri ðxÞ: ð5:41Þ
Representations (5.35)–(5.37) can be recast in the new notations
ðx 2 RdÞ
Lsi ðx xi; bsðiÞÞ ¼ v iTðx xiÞbsfðiÞ þ v iTrGðx xiÞpðiÞ; ð5:42Þ
Lgi ðx xi; bgðiÞÞ ¼ v iTrðx xiÞbgfðiÞ þ v iLc  TrGðx xiÞpðiÞ; ð5:43Þ
Lusi ðx xi; bsðiÞÞ ¼ v iTrGðx xiÞbsfðiÞ þ v iTGðx xiÞpðiÞ; ð5:44Þ
where one introduces the perturbator factors
Tei ðx xiÞ ¼
ðv iÞ1PiðxÞ for x 2 v i;
ðv iÞ1
R
Uðx yÞViðyÞdy for x R v i;
(
; ð5:45Þ
Tri ðx xiÞ ¼
ðv iÞ1Q iðxÞ for x 2 v i;
ðv iÞ1
R
Cðx yÞViðyÞdy for x R v i;
(
; ð5:46Þ
TrGi ðx xiÞ ¼
ðv iÞ1PrGi ðxÞ for x 2 v i;
ðv iÞ1
R rGðx yÞViðyÞdy for x R v i;
(
; ð5:47Þ
TGi ðx xiÞ ¼
ðv iÞ1PGi ðxÞ for x 2 v i;
ðv iÞ1
R
Gðx yÞViðyÞdy for x R v i
(
ð5:48Þ
with the known point approximation
Tei ðx xiÞ ¼ Uðx xiÞ; Tri ðx xiÞ ¼ Cðx xiÞ; ð5:49Þ
TrGi ðx xiÞ ¼ rGðx xiÞ; TGi ðx xiÞ ¼ Gðx xiÞ: ð5:50Þ
Here Tei ðx xiÞ (5.45) and Tri ðx xiÞ (5.46) have analytical represen-
tations inside (x 2 v i) and outside (x R v i) of an ellipsoidal inclusion
v i presented through the Eshelby, 1961 tensor Si and considered in
Buryachenko (2007a) (were additional references can be found) for
some particular problems in more detail. Obviously that the equal-
ities (5.42)–(5.44) are only asymptotically fulﬁlled at jx xij ! 1,
and it is possible to propose a formal counterexample where an
error of any approximations (5.42)–(5.44) equals inﬁnity, e.g. if
gðxÞX0 and hgiðiÞ ¼ 0 (g ¼ s;g;x 2 v iÞ. The most popular point
approximation (5.49) and (5.50) (which is simultaneously the most
crude) was implicitly used by many authors for some particular
problems (see for early references, e.g., Beran and McCoy, 1970)
including some sort of centering (see Zeller and Dederichs, 1973).
A quantitative analysis of results obtained by the use of some rep-
resentations (5.42)–(5.44) was performed by Buryachenko (2010c)
for the local uncoupled elasticity.
5.4. Approximate representation of some tensors and operators. Some
asymptotic representations
Effective ﬁeld hypothesis H1a means that for the r’s compo-
nents (’s components can be presented analogously) Jr1j ðxÞ ¼
Trj ðx xjÞRrj ; Jb1j ðxÞ ¼ Trj ðx xjÞFrj , where hereafter the tensors
Trj ðx xjÞ  hCðx yÞiðjÞ; Trij ðxi  xjÞ  hTrj ðx xjÞiðiÞ are expressed
(for the local elastic constitutive law) through the external Eshelby
tensor Sjðx xjÞ  v jhUðx yÞiðjÞLð0Þ (y 2 v j; x 2 Rd): Trj ðxÞ ¼ Lð0Þ
Sjðx xjÞ  IVjðxÞ
 	
. The acceptance of the effective ﬁeld
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integral equation (4.10) describing the solution for the binary
interacting inclusions to the algebraic ones. This allows us to sig-
niﬁcantly simplify the estimation of the tensors Jhi;jðx xjÞ and
Jci;jðx xjÞ in the matrix representation of the solution of Eq.
(4.10) (x 2 v i, no sum on i; j)
#iðxÞ  e#i;jðxÞ ¼ JIhi;jðx xjÞðe#i;jÞðiÞ þ JJhi;jðx xjÞðe#i;jÞðjÞ þ Jci;jðx xjÞ;
ð5:51Þ
where
JIhi;jðx xjÞ ¼ Thj ðx xjÞRhj Z21ij ; ð5:52Þ
JJhi;jðx xjÞ ¼ Thj ðx xjÞRhj Z22ij ; ð5:53Þ
Jci;jðx xjÞ ¼ Thj ðx xjÞFhj þ Thj ðx xjÞRhj
	 Z12ij Thijðxi  xjÞFhj þ Z22ij Thijðxi  xjÞFhi
h i
ð5:54Þ
and the matrix Z1 has the elements
ðZ1Þij ¼ Idij  ð1 dijÞThijðxi  xjÞRhj ; ð5:55Þ
expressed through the submatrices Z21ij and Z
22
ij which are nondiag-
onal and diagonal elements, respectively, of the matrix Zij ¼ ðZlmij Þ
ðl;m ¼ 1;2Þ.
To make further progress, the hypothesis of ‘‘ellipsoidal symme-
try’’ for the distribution of inclusions attributed to Willis (1977)
(see also Khoroshun, 1972, 1974, 1978; Ponte Castañeda and
Willis, 1995) is widely used:
Hypothesis H3, ‘‘ellipsoidal symmetry’’. The conditional proba-
bility density function uðv j;xjj;v i;xiÞ depends on xj  xi only through
the combination q ¼ jða0ijÞ
1ðxj  xiÞj:
uðv j; xjj;v i; xiÞ ¼ hðqÞ; ð5:56Þ
where the matrix ða0ijÞ
1 (which is symmetric in the indexes i
and j;a0ij ¼ a0ji) deﬁnes the ellipsoid excluded volume v0ij ¼
fx : jða0ijÞ
1xj2 < 1g.
A destination of the hypothesis H3 is directed towards provid-
ing conditions for applying the hypothesis H1 (see for details
Buryachenko and Brun, 2011, 2012a). The use of the satellite
hypothesis H3 has no sense without the hypothesis H1. If the
hypothesesH1, H2b, and H3 hold for the statistically homogeneous
material and the ﬁeld problems then the effective properties L and
a do not depend on the size of the correlation hole v0i and the bin-
ary correlation function uðv j;xjj; v i;xiÞ.
Thus, acceptance of the hypotheses H1a, H1b, H2a, and H3
reduces Eqs. (5.15)–(5.17) to the same equations with the follow-
ing corrections of the tensors involved (K ¼ I; J; z 2 v i)
JKhi;j ðz xjÞ :¼ hJKhi;j ðx xjÞiðiÞ; Jh1i;j ðz xjÞ :¼ hJh1i;j ðx xjÞiðiÞ ð5:57Þ
Jci;jðz xjÞ :¼ hJci;jðx xjÞiðiÞ; Jc1i;j ðz xjÞ :¼ hJc1i;j ðx xjÞiðiÞ: ð5:58Þ
Acceptance of the hypothesis H2b instead of H2a leads to the
following simpliﬁcation ðk;m ¼ 1;2)
Zkmij ¼ Idkm; JIhpertij ðxÞ  0; JJhpertij ðxÞ  I nðiÞPh0i Rhj ; ð5:59Þ
where Ph0i ¼ P0i ; Q 0i for # ¼ e;r, respectively.
In particular, for one sort of identical aligned heterogeneities
(i ¼ N ¼ 1), Eqs. (5.26)–(5.28), (5.57)–(5.59) for the ﬁelds # are
reduced to the representation obtained by the method of effective
ﬁeld (MEF, called also one particle approximation of the MEFM, see
the case of the local elasticity (2.10) and b1; f1  0 in Buryachenko,
2007a)h#iiðxÞ ¼ Bhi ðxÞ ðRhi Þ
1
YRhi h#i þ nðiÞPh0i YFhi
h i
þ Chi ðxÞ; ð5:60ÞK ¼ Kð0Þ þ nðiÞYRhi ; ð5:61Þc ¼ cð0Þ þ nðiÞYFhi ; ð5:62Þ2W ¼ hc1Chi i  hc1Bhi iPh0i YFhi nðiÞ ð5:63Þ
for K ¼ L;M; # ¼ e;r, and c ¼ a;b, respectively. Here Y1 ¼
I nð1ÞPh0i Rhi and Eq. (5.63) was estimated at h#i  0.
As pointed out by Benveniste (1987) (see also Weng, 1990) for
the case of the local elasticity (2.10) and b1; f1  0, the essential
assumption in the Mori and Tanaka (1973) method (MTM) states
that each inclusion v i behaves as an isolated one in the inﬁnite
matrix and subjected to some effective ﬁeld #i coinciding with
the average tensor h#ið0Þ in the matrix (# ¼ e;r)
heii ¼ heið0Þ; hrii ¼ hrið0Þ: ð5:64Þ
Using Eq. (5.64) as the closing assumption leads to the following
representations for both the statistical averages of the ﬁelds
h#iiðxÞ and the effective properties
h#iiðxÞ ¼ BiðxÞ½cð0ÞIþ cð1ÞBhi 

1ðh#i  hChViÞ þ Chi ðxÞ; ð5:65ÞK ¼ Kð0Þ þ nð1ÞRhi cð0ÞIþ cð1ÞBhi
h i1
; ð5:66Þc ¼ cð0Þ þ nð1ÞFhi  nð1ÞRhi cð0ÞIþ cð1ÞBhi
h i1
Chi ; ð5:67Þ2W ¼ hc1Chi  hc1Bhi i cð0Þ þ cð1ÞBhi
h i1
hChVi ð5:68Þ
for K ¼ L;M; # ¼ e;r, and c ¼ a;b, respectively; here the represen-
tations (5.68) was estimated at h#i  0. For the identical ellipsoidal
inhomogeneous heterogeneities v i homothetical to v0i , equivalences
of Eqs. (5.61)–(5.63) and (5.65)–(5.68), respectively, are demon-
strated in, e.g., Buryachenko (2007a) for the local elasticity (2.10).
However, the representations (5.61)–(5.63) do not coincide with
(5.65)–(5.68), respectively, even for the identical aligned isotropic
heterogeneities v i if v i and v0i are not homothetic (in particular, if
v i is not an ellipsoid, see Buryachenko, 2007a).
At last, the effective medium method (EMM, see a linear elastic
counterpart proposed by Kröner (1958) and Hill (1965), also called
the self-consistent method, is based on the following hypothesis:
each inclusion x 2 v i in the composite material behaves as an iso-
lated one in a homogeneous medium whose properties coincide
with the effective properties of the whole composite:
Kc ¼ K; h#iðxÞ  h#i ð5:69Þ
for K ¼ L;M, and # ¼ e;r, respectively. Thus, we see that accep-
tance of the assumptions either (5.64) or (5.69) is equivalent to
truncation in the GIE (3.26) at n ¼ 1 of the integral item depending
on the perturbator Lrj ðx xj;rÞ. This truncation is compensated in
subsequent manipulations by correction of either hriðxÞ (5.642) or
Mc (5.691). In so doing, the ﬁnal representations of the effective
properties (2.31) do not depend on the method which can be used
for estimations of truncated averaged perturbators in the GIE (3.26).
It means that the assumptions (5.64) and (5.69) are so much rough
that it does not matter which background of micromechanics
(either the old (3.29) or new (3.27) one) was used.
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6.1. General representations of second moment of ﬁelds
For obtaining an integral representation of the second moments
of ﬁelds in the component v ðiÞ of the inclusions ði ¼ 1;2; . . .Þ, we
estimate the second moment of effective ﬁelds as a tensor product
of (3.22) and (3.23) (at n ¼ 1) into #ðxÞ:
#ðxÞ  #ðxÞ ¼ h#iðxÞ  h#iðxÞ þ h#iðxÞ 
Z
½Lfpðx xp;bfÞ
	 Vdpðxpj; v i;xiÞ  hLfpðx xp;bfÞiðxpÞ
dxp
þ
Z
½Lfqðx xq;bfÞVdqðxqj;v i; xiÞ
 hLfqðx xq;bfÞiðxqÞ
dxq  h#iðxÞ
þ
ZZ
½Lfpðx xp;bfÞVdpðxpj;v i; xiÞ
 hLfpðx xp;bfÞiðxpÞ
  ½Lfqðx xq;bfÞVdqðxqj;v i; xiÞ
 hLfqðx xq;bfÞiðxqÞ
dxpdxq ð6:1Þ
with x 2 v i. The right-hand side of Eq. (6.1) is a random function of
the arrangements of inclusions vp;vq – v i ðp; q ¼ 1;2; . . .Þ. Averag-
ing (6.1) over a realization ensemble leads to (x 2 v i)
h##iðxÞ¼ h#iðxÞh#iðxÞþh#iðxÞ

Z
½hLfpðxxp;bfÞ j;v i;xiipuðvp;xpj;v i;xiÞ
hLfpðxxp;bfÞiðxpÞ
dxp
þ
Z
½Lfqðxxq;bfÞ j;v i;xiiquðvq;xqj;v i;xiÞ
hLfpðxxq;bfÞiðxqÞ
dxqh#iðxÞ
þ
Z Z
h½Lfpðxxp;bfÞLfpðxxp;bfÞ jvp;xp;vq;xq;v i;xiipn
	uðvp;xp;vq;xqj;v i;xiÞhLfpðxxp;bfÞ j;v i;xiip
	uðvp;xpj;v i;xiÞhLfqðxxq;bfÞiðxqÞ
hLfpðxxp;bfÞiðxpÞhLfqðxxq;bfÞ j;v i;xiiquðvq;xqj;v i;xiÞ
þhLfpðxxp;bfÞiðxpÞhLfqðxxq;bfÞiðxqÞodxpdxq: ð6:2Þ
The right-hand side of Eq. (6.2) includes double-point
uðv r;xr j;v i;xiÞ (r ¼ p; q) and triple-point uðvp;xp;vq;xqj;v i;xiÞ
conditional probability densities in which the terms with xp ¼ xq
under the condition xp – xi; xq – xi can be isolated with the help
of the equality uðvp;xp;vq;xqj;v i;xiÞ ¼ dðxp  xqÞuðvp;xpj;v i;xiÞþ
uðvp;xpj;v i;xiÞuðvq; xqj;vp; xp; v i;xiÞ. Then Eq. (6.2) can be rewrit-
ten as
h# #iiðxÞ ¼ h#iiðxÞ  h#iiðxÞ
þ
Z
hLfpðx xp;bfÞ Lfpðx xp;bfÞ j;v i; xiipuðvp;xpj;v i;xiÞdxp
þ
ZZ
hLfpðx xp;bfÞ Lfqðx xq;bfÞ j;v i; xiipquðvp; xpj;v i; xiÞn
uðvq;xqj;vp; xp;v i;xiÞ  hLfpðx xp;bfÞ j;v i;xiip
hLfqðx xq;bfÞ j;v i;xiiquðvp;xpj; v i;xiÞuðvq;xqj;v i; xiÞodxqdxp
ð6:3Þ
with x 2 v i. Here the double integral was transformed in terms of
average effective ﬁelds.
From the Eq. (6.3) one can see that the effective ﬁeld
dispersionDhðiÞ2klmnðxÞ :¼ hhklhmniiðxÞ  hhkliiðxÞhhmniiðxÞ ð6:4Þ
presents a determined inhomogeneous function inside the compo-
nents v i ði ¼ 1; . . . ;NÞ. At the same time, the ﬁeld dispersion
D#ðiÞ2ðxÞ :¼ h# #iiðxÞ  h#iiðxÞ  h#iiðxÞ is connected with the
effective ﬁeld dispersion (6.4) by
D#ðiÞ2ðxÞ ¼ Bhi  D#ðiÞ2 Bh>i ðxÞ: ð6:5Þ
The formula (6.5) allows the estimation of the averaged ﬁeld disper-
sion in the inclusion volume
D#ðiÞ2 ¼ v1i
Z
D#ðiÞ2ðxÞViðxÞdx: ð6:6Þ
By the use of the known properties of the second statistical
moments, (6.5) and (6.4), we obtain the relations for the average
second moments of the ﬁelds h# #iiðxÞ in the component v i:
h##iiðxÞ ¼ h#iiðxÞ  h#iiðxÞ þ
Z
hBi Lfpðx xp;bfÞBi
Lfpðx xp;bfÞ j vp;xp;v i;xii 	uðvp;xpj;v i;xiÞdxp
þ
ZZ
hBi Lfpðx xp;bfÞ Bi Lfqðx xq;bfÞ j vp;xp;vq;xq;v i;xiin
	uðvp;xpj;v i;xiÞuðvq;xqj;vp;xp;v i;xiÞ
 hBi Lfpðx xp;bfÞ j vp;xp;v i;xiiuðvp;xpj;v i;xiÞ
hBi Lfqðx xq;bfÞ j vq;xq;v i;xiiuðvq;xqj;v i;xiÞodxqdxp: ð6:7Þ
The relation (6.7) is derived by the use of both the triple and double
interaction of the heterogeneities. As may be seen from Eq. (6.7), the
neglecting of binary interactions is tantamount to assuming homo-
geneity of the effective ﬁelds inside the component v i
h# #iiðxÞ ¼ h#iiðxÞ  h#iiðxÞ; ð6:8Þ
h# #iiðxÞ ¼ h#iiðxÞ  h#iiðxÞ: ð6:9Þ
However, substitution of the equalities (6.8) and (6.9) into the right-
hand sides of Eqs. (6.3), (6.7) does not mean that Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9)
hold for the left-hand sides of Eqs. (6.3) and (6.7). The following
new approximations for the second moments can be obtained by
taking only binary interaction of inclusions into account:
h##iiðxÞ ¼ h#iiðxÞ h#iiðxÞþ
Z
hBi Lfpðxxp;bfÞ j;v i;xii
 hBi Lfpðxxp;bfÞ j;v i;xiiuðvp;xpj;v i;xiÞdxp: ð6:10Þ
Ignoring effective ﬁeld ﬂuctuations in the inclusions vp in the integral
terms (6.7) (see (5.3) and (5.4)) leads to other new representations
h# #iiðxÞ ¼ h#iiðxÞ  h#iiðxÞ þ
Z
½Bi Lfpðx xp; hbfðpÞiÞ

 ½Bi Lfpðx xp; hbfðpÞiÞ
uðvp;xp j;v i;xiÞdxp
þ
ZZ
½Bi Lfpðx xp; hbfðpÞiÞ
  ½Bi Lfqðx xq; hbfðqÞiÞ

	 euðvq;xqj;vp; xp;v i;xiÞuðvp; xpj;v i;xiÞdxpdxq;
ð6:11Þ
where euðvq;xqj;vp;xp;v i;xiÞuðvq;xqj;vp;xp;v i;xiÞuðvq;xqj;v i;xiÞ.
The relation (6.11) can be called as ‘‘far ﬁeld approximation’’.
Locally elastic counterparts of Eqs. (6.7), (6.11) were considered in
Buryacenko (2007a).
6.2. Field ﬂuctuations inside the matrix
In a similar manner it is possible to obtain the estimation of the
second moment of the ﬁeld # averaged over a volume of the
matrix. At ﬁrst we deﬁne the conditional probability density
uðvp;xpj;vq;xq; . . . ;v0;x0Þ under the condition that the inclusion
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matrix material appears at the point x0. In analogy to the above
considerations we obtain
h##i0 ¼ h#i0h#i0þ
Z
hLfpðx0xp;bfÞ
Lfpðx0xp;bfÞ j;v0;x0iuðvp;xpj;v0;x0Þdxp
þ
ZZ
hLfpðx0xp;bfÞLfqðx0xq;bfÞ j;vq;xq;v0;x0in
	uðvp;xpj;v0;x0Þuðvq;xqj;vp;xp;v0;x0Þ
 hLfpðx0xp;bfÞ j;v0;x0iuðvp;xpj;v0;x0Þ
hLfqðx0xq;bfÞ j;v0;x0iuðvq;xqj;v0;x0Þodxqdxp: ð6:12Þ
In contrast to (6.7) the second ﬁeld moment in the matrix, (6.12),
does not depend on x0 2 v0. A more approximative estimation of
the second moment h# #i0 can be obtained in direct analogy to
(6.10) and (6.11) by replacing v i; xi by v0; x0. So, in the framework
of the effective ﬁeld hypothesis H1 (see Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4)), we
have
h##i0 ¼ h#i0  h#i0 þ
Z
hLfpðx xp;bfðpÞÞ
Lfpðx xp;bfðpÞÞ j;v0;x0iuðvp;xpj;v0;x0Þdxp
þ
ZZ
hLfpðx xp;bfðpÞÞ Lfqðx xq;bfðqÞÞ j vp;xp;vq;xq;v0;x0in
	uðvp;xpj;v0;x0Þuðvq;xqj;vp;xp;v0;x0Þ
 hLfpðx xp;bfðpÞÞ j vp;xp;v0;x0i  hLfqðx xq;bfðqÞÞ j;v0;x0i
	uðvp;xpj;v0;x0Þuðvq;xqj;v0;x0Þ


dxqdxp: ð6:13Þ
‘‘Far ﬁeld approximation’’ leads to the following simpliﬁcation of
Eq. (6.13)
h# #i0 ¼ h#i0  h#i0 þ
Z
Lfpðx xp; hbfðpÞiÞ
Lfpðx xp; hbfðpÞiÞuðvp; xpj;v0; x0Þdxp
þ
ZZ n
Lfpðx xp; hbfðpÞiÞ Lfqðx xq; hbfðqÞiÞ
	½uðvq; xqj;vp;xp;v0;x0Þ
uðvq; xqj;v0; x0Þ
uðvp;xpj;v0; x0Þ
o
dxqdxp: ð6:14Þ
The new representations (6.7) and (6.13) of the ﬁeld second
moments are exact and depend on both the triple and double inter-
actions of heterogeneities. The Eqs. (6.7) and (6.13) do not depend
on which basic integral equations either (3.28) or (3.30) they were
obtained although the values bfðx 2 vp;vqÞ in the right-hand side of
the Eqs. (6.7) and (6.13) depend on the estimations used either
Eq. (3.28) or Eq. (3.30). Their most strong simpliﬁcations were
obtained in the framework of far ﬁeld approximation (6.11) and
(6.14) which depend only on the average polarization tensors inside
heterogeneities hbfðpÞi. More accurate simpliﬁcations of the right-
hand sides of Eqs. (6.7) and (6.11) can be established in the
framework the scheme proposed by Buryachenko (2011a) for the
linear elastic composites with the local constitutive laws.7. Some particular cases of the perturbators and corresponding
tensors for some constitutive laws
We will consider in this section the some particular schemes of
generations of the perturbators and its analytical asymptotic repre-
sentations for some constitutive laws and heterogeneities shapes.
Some of these particular schemes were proposed by the author
before and shortly summarized in this section for clariﬁcation of
uniﬁed presentations of particular problems.7.1. Thermoelastic composites with perfect interface
We will consider the local basic equations of thermoelastostat-
ics ðbðxÞ  0) of composites with no body forces acting ðfðxÞ  0)
and the perfect interface conditions (2.24)
rrðxÞ ¼ 0; ð7:1Þ
rðxÞ ¼ LðxÞeðxÞ þ aðxÞ; or eðxÞ ¼MðxÞrðxÞ þ bðxÞ; ð7:2Þ
eðxÞ ¼ ½ruþ ðruÞ>
=2; r	 eðxÞ 	 r ¼ 0; ð7:3Þ
where 	 is the vector product. It is assumed that the properties of
both the comparison medium and the matrix coincide (2.23). In
such a case, only the ﬁrst integrals in Eqs. (3.4)–(3.6) do not vanish
and
Lskðx xk; bsÞ ¼ Lskðx xk; sÞ; Lgkðx xk; bgÞ ¼ Lgkðx xk;gÞ;
Lusk ðx xk; bsÞ ¼ Lusk ðx xk; sÞ: ð7:4Þ
For the ellipsoidal heterogeneities (no sum on k)
xmða2Þmlxl 6 1; akl :¼ akdkl; ð7:5Þ
the tensors PiðxÞ and Q iðxÞ are constant inside the domain (7.5)
x 2 v i and represented through the Eshelby, 1961 tensor Si
PiðxÞ  Pi ¼ SiMð0Þ; Q iðxÞ  Q i ¼ Lð0ÞðI SiÞ: ð7:6Þ
The tensors Tei ðx xiÞ (5.45) and Tri ðx xiÞ (5.46) outside the
domain x R v i are also expressed through the external Eshelby ten-
sor SiðxÞ analogously to Eq. (7.6) (see for references and details
Buryachenko, 2007a). The tensors Thijðxi  xjÞ (5.55) have the analyt-
ical representations for spherical inclusions of different size in an
isotropic matrix (see for references Buryachenko, 2007a), the case
of ellipsoidal inclusions of different sizes and orientations is ana-
lyzed by Franciosi and Lormand (2004) and Franciosi (2010).
Moreover, for the homogeneous domain x 2 v i (7.5)
MðiÞ1 ðxÞ ¼MðiÞ1  const:; bðiÞ1 ðxÞ ¼ bðiÞ1  const: ð7:7Þ
in the framework of the hypothesis H1a, the kernels of the opera-
tors Bhi and the tensors C
h (h ¼ ;r) are expressed through the ten-
sors (7.6) (x; y 2 v i)
Bðx; yÞ ¼ Bi ðxÞdðx yÞ; Bi ðxÞ ¼ ðIþ PiLðiÞ1 Þ
1
; Ci ¼ Bi PiaðiÞ1 ;
ð7:8Þ
Brðx; yÞ ¼ Bri ðxÞdðx yÞ; Bri ðxÞ ¼ ðIþ Q iMðiÞ1 Þ
1
; Cri ¼ Bri Q ibðiÞ1 :
ð7:9Þ
Buryachenko (2013) has indicated that it is expected to get a
larger difference (which can reach inﬁnity with the change of the
sign of predicted local statistical average ﬁelds) between the
results obtaining by the use of either Eqs. (3.27), (3.28) or (3.33),
(3.34), respectively, for composites reinforced by heterogeneities
demonstrating greater inhomogeneity of ﬁeld distributions inside
heterogeneities. The last inhomogeneity can be produced by any
one (or a few) reason including such as, e.g., nonellipsoidal shape
of heterogeneities, inhomogeneity of its properties (e.g. laminated
structure or imperfect interface), binary interaction of heterogene-
ities, inhomogeneity of external loading (2.28), statistical inhomo-
geneity of composite structure (2.3), nonlocal constitutive laws
(2.8), dynamic effects, effect of size boundness of CM. In so doing,
a difference of effective properties estimated by the use of either
Eqs. (3.27), (3.28) or (3.33), (3.34), respectively, is not signiﬁcant.
So, Buryachenko (2010b) proved that for aligned identical ellip-
soidal homogeneous inclusions (7.5), (7.7) and acceptance of the
hypotheses H1a, H2b, and H3, the estimations (5.26)–(5.29),
(5.60)–(5.63) (MEF), and (5.65)–(5.68) (MTM), respectively, are
Fig. 1. Bij2211ðx2Þ vs x2=R2 estimated by NA (1–3), MTM (4), and MEF (5).
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Fig. 2. ~r22 vs x2=R2 estimated by NA (1–3), MEF (4), and MTM (5).
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(7.5) leads to the failure of equivalence of all mentioned
approaches. In such a case, the ﬁeld concentration factors
Bi ðxÞ;Bri ðxÞX const. (x 2 v i) and the perturbator factors (5.45),
(5.48) should be found in general by any available numerical
method (e.g. by FEA, see for details Buryachenko and Brun, 2011,
2012a,b) that makes it possible to realize all three methods
(5.26), (5.29) (called the New Approach, NA), (5.60)–(5.63) (MEF),
and (5.65)–(5.68) (MTM). Indeed, let us consider (see for details
Buryachenko and Brun, 2011) a statistically homogeneous 2D
problem for CM containing isotropic phases with the Young
moduli Eð1Þ ¼ 100; Eð0Þ ¼ 1 and Poisson ratio mð1Þ ¼ mð0Þ ¼ 0:45
(bðxÞ  0; x 2 R2Þ. The aligned inclusion have noncanonical shape
(schematically depicted in 1) with aspect ratio 0.32 and
cð1Þ ¼ 0:7. The components Bij2211ðx2Þ of the stress concentration
factor Bi ðxÞ (hriiðxÞ ¼ Bi ðxÞhri) in a cross section x ¼ ð0; x2Þ> at
hr½ij
i ¼ di1dj1 are presented in Fig. 1. Curves 4 and 5 obtained by
the MTM (used Eq. (5.65)) and MEF (used the assumptions H1,
H2b, and H3, see Eq. (5.60)), respectively, are invariant with
respect to the binary correlation function uðvq;xqjv i;xiÞ. The
curves 1–3 are estimated for the different binary correlation func-
tions uðvq;xqjv i;xiÞ and excluded volumes v0i by the new approach
(NA) based on solution of the new GIE (3.28) at the assumptions
H1a, H2b, and H3 (see Eqs. (5.26) and (5.30)–(5.32)). As can be
seen, the local stresses predicted by NA (used less restricted
assumptions) and classical methods are distinguished by a sign
that is critical for a wide class of nonlinear phenomena (such as,
e.g., strength and plasticity).
However, the superiority of NA over the classical approaches
can be more visually demonstrated for the problem which can be
solved by NA exactly without any assumption. Namely, let us ana-
lyse (see for details Buryachenko and Brun, 2012a) the 2D problem
with the same geometrical parameters considered in the previous
paragraph and mechanical properties Eð1Þ ¼ Eð0Þ ¼ 1; mð1Þ ¼
mð0Þ ¼ 0:45, and bð1Þ½ij
 ¼ dij; bð0Þ ¼ 0, (hri ¼ 0). For this elastically
homogeneous medium with random eigenstrains, we have
gðxÞ  b1ðxÞ; hri ¼ 0, and hLhj ðxxj;#Þj;v i;xiij¼hLhj ðxxj;#jÞi¼
Lhj ðx xj;0Þ. Then Eq. (4.16) is an exact representation of the effec-
tive ﬁeld h#iiðxÞ (x 2 v i; v i;v j  v ð1Þ) (with a numerical accuracy of
integral evaluations) obtained without any assumptions for any
prescribed uðvq;xqjv i;xiÞ and v0i . In 2 one presents the normalized
effective ﬁelds ~r22 ¼ hr22ii=rellips22 , where rellips  Q ellipsbð1Þ1 is an
analytical representation for the residual stresses in an isolated
elliptical inclusion vellips with the same aspect ratio 0:32. Curves
4 and 5 in 2 obtained by the MEF (when hrii ¼ cð1ÞQ 0i ha1ii) and
MTM, respectively, are also invariant with respect to
uðvq;xqjv i;xiÞ and v0i while the curves 1–3 are estimated for the
different uðvq;xqjv i;xiÞ and v0i by NA. Curves 4 and 2 estimated
by the MEF and the exact NA, respectively, demonstrate an
essential difference (40%). Moreover, it is possible to ﬁnd
ha1ii ¼ 0 and a1ðxÞX0 such that hrii ¼ 0 for the MEF while
hriiðxÞX0 (4.16) (x 2 v i).
Thus, one demonstrated the quantitative numerical difference
and superiority of NA over the classical approaches (such as the
MEF and MTM) in some concrete examples.
Inhomogeneity of the mechanical properties inside ellipsoidal
aligned identical inclusions (7.5) L1ðxÞ;a1ðxÞX const. (x 2 v iÞ also
leads to violation of the hypothesis H1b, and, as a consequence,
to discrepancy of estimations (5.26), (5.29) and (5.60)–(5.63),
(5.65)–(5.68), respectively, in the framework of the hypotheses
H2b and H3. In so doing, the estimations (5.60)–(5.63) and
(5.65)–(5.68) coincide for the identical shape of v i and v0i while
the evaluations of the ﬁeld concentration factors (5.26) and
(5.60) can differ by a sign (see for details Buryachenko, 2010c).
One proposed iteration method of volume integral equations for
estimation of the operator perturbators (7.4) for the single isolatedinhomogeneity v i subjected to an inhomogeneous effective ﬁeld
with subsequent substitution of Eqs. (7.4) into a particular case
of iteration scheme (5.10).
Another origin of the ﬁeld inhomogeneity inside inclusions
#ðxÞX const. (x 2 v i) is a binary interaction between heterogene-
ities. Buryachenko (2011a) analyzed a particular case of the itera-
tion scheme (5.3)–(5.5) with the initial approximation (5.60) and
acceptance of the hypotheses H1b, H2a, and H3. The numerical
results were obtained for composites with identical homogeneous
circle inclusions with the analytical approximative representations
(5.52)–(5.54) for the perturbator factors (5.51) for the binary
interacting inclusions. It was demonstrated the possible different
signs for the local ﬁeld concentration factors estimated with
((5.56) and (5.57)) and without hypothesis H1a while a variation
of a ﬁeld dispersion (6.5) and (6.11) along a cross section of the
inclusion x 2 v i can reach 80%. In so doing, the corresponding
effective material properties are not too different from one
another. The mentioned scheme can be directly applied for the
composites with non-ellipsoidal inclusion shape and the aban-
doned hypothesis H3 while rejection of the hypothesis H1b will
lead to signiﬁcant increasing of a computing performance.
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averages of the second moments of stress concentration factors
which are critical in the popular nonlinear analyses due to the fact
that both the yield surface, ﬁber/matrix interface failure criterion
and the energy release rate are the quadratic functions of the local
stress distributions. The perturbation method was developed for
the exact estimation of all components of the second moment ten-
sor h# #ii averaged over the volume of components v i  v ðiÞ (for
the elastic case see for references and details Buryachenko, 2007a).
It is found that the second moment of the ﬁeld is a constant within
the inclusions if a homogeneity of some random effective ﬁelds
#ðxÞ  const. (x 2 v i) in the neighborhood of each ellipsoidal
inclusion was additionally assumed. Exploiting of the method of
integral Eqs. (6.11) makes it possible to estimate inhomogeneous
second ﬁeld moment h# #iiðxÞ (x 2 v i) inside inclusions. Eqs.
(6.10), (6.11) and (6.13), (6.14) are the operator generalization of
corresponding representations by Buryachenko (2011c) proposed
for the integral representations of corresponding perturbators
(3.4), (3.5). It was demonstrated that an effective ﬁeld dispersion
(6.4) inside the circle identical inclusions at c ¼ 0:7 is reached
80%. It is possible generalization of the mentioned results by
Buryachenko (2011c) to the case of non-ellipsoidal shape of
inclusions with imperfect interface.
7.2. Thermoelastic composites with imperfect interface
In the case of imperfect interface, Eqs. (7.1)–(7.3) should be
complemented by the boundary conditions at the imperfect inter-
face (2.25) and (2.26) described by the next models. The ﬁrst kind
of model can be referred to as interface models in which the
traction is continuous across the interface x 2 Cui while the
displacement is in general discontinuities at x 2 Cui such as, e.g.,
in linear spring model (LSM, see, e.g., Hashin, 1991a, 2002; Dvorak
and Benveniste, 1992; additional references can be found in
Buryachenko, 2013)
srt  n ¼ 0; Ps  sut ¼ asts þ Ps  bi; Pn  sut ¼ antn þ Pn  bi;
ð7:10Þ
where ts  Ps  r  n and tn  Pn  r  n represents the shear and the
normal traction at the interface, respectively, and Pn ¼ n n and
Ps ¼ d Pn are the two orthogonal complementary projection oper-
ators of the second order. a ¼ ann nþ ass sþ att t and
bi ¼ binnþ bissþ bitt are the interface compliance parameters and
interface eigenstrain, respectively, where an; as; at (as ¼ at) and
bin; b
i
s; b
i
t (b
i
s ¼ bit) are the corresponding coefﬁcients in the normal
and tangential directions, and s and t represent the two orthogonal
unit vectors in the tangent plane of the interface. Particular cases of
the parameters z and bi imply the perfect boundary interface,
dislocation-like model, and the free-sliding model. The conditions
(7.10) were generalized to a cohesive zone model (CZM) originated
by Barenblatt (1962) (see for references Buryachenko, 2013), where
nonlinear springs with a speciﬁc traction-displacement law are
considered at the interface.
The second kind of interface model (called interface stress model,
ISM, or coherent interface model), which can be viewed as dual
with respect to the linear spring-layer model, was in general
considered by Gurtin and Murdoch (1975) and applied to the nano-
particles with extension of Eshelby formalism (see for references
Buryachenko, 2013). In the ISM the displacement vector ﬁeld u
(2.221) and the tangential strain ﬁeld es  PsePs are continuous
suðsÞt ¼ 0 and sest ¼ 0, respectively, across s 2 Cri while the strain
ﬁeld e is in general discontinuous across Cri . 2D constitutive
equation at the interface Cri is deﬁned as
rs ¼ s0Is þ 2ðls  s0Þes þ ðks þ s0ÞTrðesÞIs ð7:11Þwhere isotropic interface considered is characterized by surface
Lamè constants ks; ls, and surface tension, s0; Is and Tr represent
the 2	2 unity tensor and the trace operation, respectively. Coupling
of the bulk and surface tensors at the interface Cri is governed by
generalized Young–Laplace equation
sr  ntþrs  rs ¼ 0; ð7:12Þ
where the action of the surface gradient rs on a vector v is deﬁned
through the usual 3D gradient r operator: rsv  rvPs. In the case
of absence of surface terms denoted by the upper index s, Eq. (7.12)
reduces to the usual traction continuity equation of classical elastic-
ity (2.24). At last, the third kind is the interphase model which
describes the interface region as a layer, called an interphase,
perfectly contacted (2.24) with the heterogeneity and matrix (see
for references Buryachenko, 2007a).
The known micromechanical models used the LSM, CZM, and
ISM mentioned above are based on the classical background form-
ing by the hypothesis H1 when the effective properties are deﬁned
by the tensors averaged over the volume of heterogeneities: Bhi ;R
h
i
(see, e.g., (5.61)–(5.63) and (5.66)–(5.68)) found by the different
methods such as, e.g., FEA, generalized Eshelby formalism, multi-
pole expansion, and complex variables method. However, in
Section 8.3.3 in Buryachenko, 2007a it was proved that for the
same ellipsoidal shape of v0i and v i of aligned identical heterogene-
ities (N ¼ 1) of any microstructure, Eqs. (5.61)–(5.63) (MEF) are
identical to the solutions (5.66)–(5.68) obtained by the MTM.
Precisely MTM is totally dominated in micromechanics of compos-
ites with imperfect interface (see for references Buryachenko,
2013, 2014c) described by either the LSM, CZM, or ISM although
some other methods are also just the particular cases of the classi-
cal version of the MEFM based on the hypotheses H1a, H1b, H2a
(rather than H2b), and H3. It is interesting, that the most advanced
model of composites with the CZM interface was developed for the
modeling of the heterogeneous solid propellants (HSPs) in the
framework of the MTM (see for references Tan et al., 2007a,b).
However, the distinguishing feature of the HSPs is a high volume
fraction (>90%) of spherical stiff particles with multimodal distri-
bution (see for references Buryachenko, 2012) when the MTM is
totally second to the MEFM even for the perfect interface (2.22)
(see for details, Buryachenko, 2012). A direct incorporation of the
tensors Rhi into the advanced MEFM taking into account a binary
interaction of particles with multimodal size distribution is
straightforward (see for details, Buryachenko, 2007a, 2012).
Exploiting of the new background (3.26) is even more attractive
because this background (in opposite to the classical one (3.29),
(3.30)) is sensitive to the ﬁeld inhomogeneity inside the particles
generated, in general, by the imperfect interface conditions. In so
doing, it does not invite further investigation additionally to
research already performed for one particle solution (3.1) and
(3.2) with either the LSM, CZM, or ISM interface. Indeed, the use
of averaged tensors Rhi (5.40), (5.41) implies that the tensors
Rhi ðxÞ are previously estimated that in its turn means that the ten-
sors Lhi ðx xi;#Þ (3.10) and (3.11) are found. Therefore, we can
immediately exploit either Eqs. (5.10), used hypotheses H1a and
H2b) or Eqs. (5.3)–(5.5) (used hypotheses H1a and H1b at n ¼ 2).
Subsequent improvement of the mentioned methods is related
with abandonment of hypothesis H1a when variation of the effec-
tive ﬁelds h#iiðyÞ ðy 2 v i) can be estimated by the iteration method
analogously to the counterpart problem for CM with a perfect
interface (see for details Buryachenko, 2010c, 2013).
7.3. Coupled problems of composites
We will consider the general integral equations for the coupled
problems at the example of thermoelectroelasticity equations for
CMs. For notational convenience the elastic and electric variable
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the local linear constitutive relations of thermoelectroelasticity
for this material (see, e.g., Maugin, 1988; Parton and
Kudryavtsev, 1988; Kanaun and Levin, 2008) in the notation
introduced in Barnett and Lothe, 1975). Then the basic equation
can be presented in the form analogous to Eqs. (7.1)–(7.3):
DR ¼ 0; E ¼ DU; ð7:13Þ
E ¼MRþ K; R ¼ LðE  KÞ; ð7:14Þ
where
E ¼ e
E
 ; R ¼ rD
 ; U ¼ u/
 ; D ¼ def 00 grad
 ; ð7:15Þ
M ¼ M d
>
d b

; L ¼ L e>e k
 ; K ¼ bqh
 ; ð7:16Þ
here D and E are the vectors of induction and electric ﬁeld intensity,
h is a deviation of a stationary temperature ﬁeld from a given value,
k and b are the tensors of dielectric permeability and impermeabil-
ity, q is the pyroelectric coefﬁcients, e and d are the piezoelectric
moduli, and / is the electric potential. To obtain a symmetric matrix
of coefﬁcients we replaced the electric ﬁeld E by E, and the tensors
k and b by k and b on the right-hand sides of (7.14). It is
assumed that the properties of both the comparison medium and
the matrix coincide.
Except for notations, these Eqs. (7.13)–(7.16) of the theory of
piezoelectric CM (PCM) coincide with the equations of linear ther-
moelasticity (7.1)–(7.3). In light of the analogy mentioned, we will
not consider in detail the GIEs and average schemes of PCM, one
may refer instead to the appropriate schemes of Section 7.1 (see
also Buryachenko, 2007a). In particular, the case LðxÞ; eðxÞ  0
(7.16) corresponds to the transfer equations (Fourier, Ficks, Ohm,
Darcy, etc., see for references Batchelor, 1974; Halle, 1976;
Landauer, 1978; Furmañski, 1997). In particular, the conductivity
counterparts of Eq. (3.35) for both statistically homogeneous
(Pfeil and Klingenberga, 2004) and inhomogeneous (Yin et al.,
2007) composites were performed with the same questionable jus-
tiﬁcations critically analyzed in Section 3.3 for elastic problem (see
also Chapter 12 in Buryachenko, 2007a).
A comprehensive review with numerous references related
with universal relations in piezoelectric (and thermo-magneto-
electro-elastic) composites can be found in Chapter 17 in
Buryachenko (2007a) (see also Qin and Yang, 2008) where one also
presented the references dedicated to straightforward generaliza-
tion of the known methods of micromechanics of linear elastic sta-
tic composites: the multi-inclusion model, conditional moment
method, generalized singular approximation, effective medium
method, MEF, MTM, and the MEFM to the corresponding methods
with coupled and wave propagation effects. These and other meth-
ods with the classical background deﬁned by both the hypothesis
H1 and GIEs (3.29) and (3.30) (see, e.g. Dinzart and Sabar, 2011;
Levin et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2011; and referenced in Buryachenko,
2014c) are based on estimation of the average ﬁeld and polariza-
tion tensors inside the heterogeneities rather than outside ones.
Exploiting of the new background (3.25) and (3.26) is accom-
plished by straightforward generalization of the approaches of
Sections 7.1 and 7.2 taking the uniﬁed notations (7.13)–(7.16) into
account.
7.4. Composites with nonlocal elastic properties of constituents
We consider a nonlocal uncoupled elastic constitutive Eq. (2.8)
(L ¼ 1) with material parameters subjected to the following sym-
metry regulations (K ¼ L;M; c ¼ a; b): Kijkl ¼ Kijlk ¼ Kjikl;Kijklðx; yÞ ¼ Kklijðy;xÞ; cij ¼ cji (see, e.g., Kunin, 1967; Kröner, 1970;
Kröner and Datta, 1970). The operator kernel Kðx; yÞ is presented
in the form
Kðx; yÞ ¼ KðxÞkðx; yÞ; ð7:17Þ
where the scalar attenuation function kðx; yÞ (called also the non-
local weight function or the nonlocal averaging function) deﬁned
for a homogeneous full space w ¼ Rd (d ¼ 2;3Þ can also be adjusted
for a ﬁnite domain w (see e.g., Jirasek and Rolshoven, 2003). kðx; yÞ
depends only on the distance r ¼ jx yj and can be expressed as
kðx; yÞ ¼ k1ðjx yjÞ, where k1 is an even function satisfying the
normalizing conditionZ
w
kðx; yÞdy ¼ 1; 8x 2 w ¼ Rd ð7:18Þ
that gives to K the physical meaning of elastic stiffness and compli-
ance under uniform straining and stressing, respectively. In the
limiting case k1ðxÞ ! dðxÞ, a nonlocal operator K is reduced to
the local one Kðx; yÞ ! KðxÞdðx yÞ (2.10). In particular, among a
few functions kðx; yÞ analyzed by Polizzotto (2001), we consider
(following Buryachenko, 2011b,c) the bell-shaped attenuation
function
kbell1 ðrÞ ¼ 3=ðpa2kÞfð1 ðr=akÞ2Þ
2g; ð7:19Þ
where the Macauley brackets fg denote the positive part, deﬁned
as fxg ¼maxð0; xÞ.
An initial step of micromechanical models is a solution for a
single heterogeneity inside an inﬁnite matrix subjected to a
homogeneous remote loading (see, e.g., a comprehensive reviews
by Gutkin, 2006; Maranganti and Sharma, 2007; and also
Buryachenko, 2011c). It was demonstrated that for the different
nonlocal models (involving either spatial integrals or gradients of
ﬁeld), the ﬁelds are non-uniform inside the homogeneous ellipsoi-
dal inclusion even for the homogeneous remote loading. The
detected inhomogeneity indicates on a violation of the hypothesis
H1b (5.33) and, as a consequence, instills conﬁdence (see Sec-
tion 5.3) in the expected large differences of effective material
and ﬁeld parameters estimated by the use of Eqs. (3.28) and
(3.30). Indeed, in the framework of the hypotheses H1, H2b, and
H3 for the classical GIE (3.30), the local statistical average stresses
hriðxÞ (x 2 v iÞ (5.60) are strongly inhomogeneous function of coor-
dinates x 2 v i  v (for any volume fraction of inclusions c), and do
not depend (as L (5.61)) on both the RDFs and the size of excluded
volume v0i . These estimations coincide with the corresponding
MTM’s evaluations (5.65) and (5.66) for aligned identical heteroge-
neities. Buryachenko (2011c) has exploited the new GIE (3.28)
reduced to Eq. (5.10) in the framework of the hypotheses H2b,
and H3. It requires evaluation of the perturbators Lhi ðx xi;#Þ out-
side the heterogeneity x R v i (rather than only inside one x 2 v i as
in MEF and MTM, which is totally dominating in micromechanics
of composites with nonlocal properties of constituents, see e.g.
Sharma and Dasgupta, 2002; Xun et al., 2004; Zhang and Sharma,
2005) that was performed by the iteration method of solution of
the corresponding volume integral equation. It was demonstrated
that for the circle inclusions c ¼ 0:65 and ak=a ¼ 0:5 (7.19), the
local statistical average stresses hriiðxÞ (x 2 v i) (5.10) depend on
both the RDFs and the size of excluded volume v0i and can differ
by the sign from the analogous estimations obtained by the
classical methods MEF and MTM. In so doing, the difference of
the effective moduli L estimated by the use of GIEs (3.28) and
(3.30) is not signiﬁcant.
The fundamentally new effects mentioned above were detected
just to due consideration of one sort of stress inhomogeneity
caused by nonlocal constitutive law (7.17), (7.19). It is expected
that investigation of other sources of stress inhomogeneities inside
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binary interactions corresponding to the hypothesis H2a, imperfect
interface conditions, violation of the hypothesis H3) will lead to
discovery of additional new effects in the case of the use of the
new GIE (3.28) instead of the classical GIE (3.30).
It should be also mentioned that the estimations of the second
moments of ﬁelds inside the phases can be obtained by both the
perturbation method and the method of integral equations analo-
gously to the thermoelastic problem with local constitutive laws of
constituents (see Section 7.1). So Buryachenko (2011b) has
formulated a theory of thermoelastic composites with nonlocal
properties of constituents at the similar level of generality as Hill
(1963a) and Dvorak and Benveniste (1992) (see also Dvorak,
2013) whose micromechanical theories for composites contain
only constituents with local elastic properties. Buryachenko
(2011b) proposed the nonlocal counterpart of the corresponding
equation by Levin (1967) for composites with local mechanical
properties (see Buryachenko, 2007a). The new integral Eqs.
(6.10), (6.11) and (6.13), (6.14) make it possible to estimate the
second ﬁeld moment inside the inclusions x 2 v i and matrix
x 2 v ð0Þ, respectively. Exploiting of these equations for composites
with the nonlocal mechanical properties is a straightforward gen-
eralization of corresponding evaluations considered in Section 7.1.
7.5. Wave propagation in composites
We study a monochromatic elastic wave of frequency x that
propagates in a composite mediumwith the local elastic properties
LðxÞ;aðxÞ and the mass density qðxÞ (2.8) and (2.10) while
fðxÞ; suðxÞt; srðxÞt  nðxÞ  0. If the dependence of time t is
deﬁned by the factor expðixtÞ, the displacement ﬁeld ui in the
medium has the form uiðx; tÞ ¼ uiðxÞexpðixtÞ, and amplitude uiðxÞ
of this ﬁeld satisﬁes the following wave motion equation (see,
e.g., Willis, 1980)
LxðxÞuðxÞ ¼ 0; LxikðxÞ ¼ rjLijklðxÞrl þ dikqðxÞx2 ð7:20Þ
with the corresponding time-reduced wave Green’s tensor satisfy-
ing the reduced wave equation for an inﬁnite homogeneous
comparison body
LxcðxÞgðx; yÞ ¼ ddðx yÞ; Lxc ¼ rLcrþ dqcx2; ð7:21Þ
that is, one assumes that the coefﬁcient bðxÞ ¼ dqðxÞx2 (2.19),
(2.20).
The perturbators Lskðx xk; bsÞ and Lusk ðx xk; bsÞ are presented
by Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6), respectively, where the surface integrals
are omitted. We consider u and e as independent variables, and
introduce a symbolic notation E ¼ ðu; eÞ> for which the coupled
forms of the GIEs lead from the GIEs (3.19), (3.29), and (3.35)
EðxÞ ¼ hEiðxÞ þ
Z
½Uxðx yÞsðyÞ  hUxðx yÞsi
dy; ð7:22Þ
EðxÞ ¼ hEi þ
Z
Uxðx yÞ½sðyÞ  hsi
dy; ð7:23Þ
EðxÞ ¼ E0 þ
Z
Uxðx yÞsðyÞdy; ð7:24Þ
respectively, where
E ¼ u
e
 
; s ¼ p
s
 
; Ux ¼ g rgrg rrg
 
: ð7:25Þ
Here Eqs. (7.23) (see Willis, 1980; Buryachenko, 2007a; Kanaun and
Levin, 2008) and (7.24) (compare with Eq. (3.35)) hold only for sta-
tistically homogeneous material (2.4) and ﬁeld (2.30) problems, and
for the ﬁelds X bounded in one direction (3.35), respectively, whilethe new exact GIE (7.22) is valid for any statistically inhomoge-
neous medium.
Except for notations, Eqs. (7.23) and (7.24) coincide with the
corresponding Eqs. (3.27), (3.28), respectively, which were solved
in Section 7.1 for the linear elastic static Eqs. (6.1) and (6.3). From
another side, a linear elastic counterpart of the classical approxi-
mative Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) was solved by Buryachenko (2007a)
(see also Kanaun and Levin, 2008) by the Fourier transformmethod
in the framework of HypothesesH1, H2a, and H3. Generalization of
the mentioned approach to the abandonment of the indicated
hypotheses can be performed as in Section 7.1.
Fundamentally new effects of using of the static counterparts of
GIEs (7.22) and (7.23) were detected (see Sections 7.1 and 7.2) for
any problem and method providing estimation of inhomogeneous
stress distributions inside inclusions (such as, e.g., nonellipsoidal
shape of inclusions, its binary interactions corresponding to the
hypothesis H2a, imperfect interface conditions, violation of the
hypothesis H3). All these sources of the stress inhomogeneities
and their impacts on the estimated effective material and ﬁeld
parameters are also valid for GIEs (7.22) and (7.23). However, there
is an additional reason of stress inhomogeneity inside inclusions
which is absent in all static problems and intrinsic in basic wave
motion phenomena (7.20) and (7.21) even for a single (c ¼ 0)
homogeneous ellipsoidal inclusion v i subjected to homogeneous
effective ﬁeld eðxÞ  const. (x 2 v i). Namely, even in such a case,
the ﬁelds of the strain eðxÞ and displacement uðxÞ are inhomoge-
neous inside the inclusion (see for details, Kanaun and Levin,
2008), and, therefore, for the composite materials considered the
hypothesis H1b is never valid even in the framework of the
hypotheses H1a, H2b, and H3. Thus, a wave motion counterpart
of results considered in Section 7.1 does not hold in general.
A popular transformation of analogs of Eq. (7.24) (widely used
also for statistically homogeneous media) to the correct approxi-
mate Eq. (7.23) is performed in a spirit of the scheme (3.39) (see,
e.g., Willis, 1980; Fokin and Shermergor, 1989; Levin et al., 2002;
Kanaun and Levin, 2008; Chen and Shen, 2007). A wave motion
counterpart of the EMM (5.69) (see for references Kanaun and
Levin, 2008, where the different versions of the EMM can be also
found) along with its static case (5.69) can also be considered as
a truncation of the corresponding GIE (7.24) (or (7.23)). Further-
more, a dealing only with one type of propagating of scalar waves
(e.g. electric waves) signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes analysis of correspond-
ing equations which coincide to within notations with Eqs. (7.20)
and (7.21) where the tensors of the forth (L) and ﬁrst (u; d) orders
should be formally replaced by the tensors of the second order and
the scalar, respectively (see for references Kanaun and Levin,
2008). All comments mentioned with respect to Eqs. (7.22)–
(7.24) for elastic waves propagation also remain in force for the
scalar wave problems. Generalization of GIEs (7.22)–(7.24) to the
consideration of coupled effects (e.g. electromagnetic waves, elec-
tromagnetic and elastic waves in thermo-magneto-electro-elastic
composites, see, e.g., Chen and Shen, 2007; Lu et al., 2011; Levin
et al., 2002) is straightforward: we only need to extend the block’s
structures (7.25) by some further blocks corresponding to the
appropriate coupled phenomena (7.15) and (7.16).
An upsurge in interest in wave propagation phenomena has
been prompted by the recent proliferation of metamaterials (in
both the theoretical and practical senses) which are no more than
the composites exhibiting exceptional frequency electromagnetic,
optic and mechanical responses not readily observed in nature.
Metamaterials are artiﬁcially engineered periodic or random
microstructures displaying strong resonance behavior at frequen-
cies at which the inclusions themselves and the distances between
them are small which can possess simultaneously-negative
dielectric constant and magnetic permeability in the context of
electromagnetics, and negative effective mass density and negative
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metamaterials is the combination of metallic split ring resonators
and metallic rods, which realize the negative permeability and
the negative permittivity, respectively, while in succeeding years
it was performed experimental or/and computational investiga-
tions of different inclusion shapes (e.g. silver dendritic cells,
U-shaped nanostructures, sphere–rod structures, split hollow
spheres) and its microstructure (e.g. coated structures), see Ding
and Zhao (2011), Gong and Zhao (2012), Gordon and Ziolkowski
(2008), Liu et al. (2008) and Varadan and Kim (2012). The most
popular methods of effective properties estimations are numerical
homogenization for periodic structures and EMM (see Section 5.4,
(5.69)) of random structures of spherical coated nanoparticles (e.g.
Gordon and Ziolkowski, 2008; Kussow et al., 2008; Wani et al.,
2012). However, application of the new GIE (7.22) instead of the
classical one (7.23) opens the new avenue of attack on the meta-
material’s investigations. Namely, metamaterials exhibit unique
opportunity for simultaneous display of a few sources of ﬁeld inho-
mogeneities inside the inclusions (coated structure, noncanonical
shape, nanoscale size, imperfect interface, wave motion phenom-
ena) violating the hypothesis H1b even in the framework of
the hypothesis H1a. In such a case all results mentioned in the
preceding Sections 7.1–7.5 are expected to be manifested for the
metamaterials even more dramatically than for the conventional
composites considered before.
8. Conclusion
The operator forms of solutions of GIEs are proposed for the
general cases of local and nonlocal problems, static and wave
motion phenomena for composite materials with periodic and
random (statistically homogeneous and inhomogeneous, FGM)
structures containing coated or uncoated inclusions of any shape
and orientation with perfect and imperfect interfaces and sub-
jected to any number of coupled or uncoupled, homogeneous or
inhomogeneous external ﬁelds of different physical nature.
Estimations of the effective properties and both the ﬁrst and sec-
ond statistical moments of ﬁelds in the constituents of CMs are
presented in a general form of perturbations introduced by the het-
erogeneities and taking into account a possible imperfection of
interface conditions.
The methods proposed (see Eqs. (4.17), and (5.3)–(5.5)) allow
one to completely abandon the hypotheses H1 and H3 while the
hypothesis H2 can be used for multiparticle generality. It opens a
dramatic extension of opportunities for exploiting in analytical
micromechanics of tools of computational mechanics explosively
progressing nowadays (especially in front of nanotechnology
challenges). Moreover, modiﬁcation of the renormalized terms
(compare new Eqs. (5.22) and (5.25) with the classical equations
(5.60)–(5.63), and (5.65)–(5.68), respectively) makes it possible
to capture the ﬁne effects (e.g. a ﬁeld inhomogeneity inside inclu-
sions) which can be only estimated by the advanced computational
methods. For example, it is expected that the greater inhomogene-
ity of the ﬁeld concentration factor for a single heterogeneity
inside inﬁnite matrix leads to the greater difference between the
new and classical approaches with the possible change of sign of
predicted local ﬁelds (see for details of some particular cases in
Buryachenko, 2010b,c, 2011b,c, 2013, 2014c; Buryachenko and
Brun, 2011, 2012a,b, 2013).
It should be mentioned a few meaning of the term generality in
the context of evaluation of signiﬁcance of the new approach. The
ﬁrst meaning is that the operator form of GIEs (3.25) and (4.17)
generalizes the corresponding GIEs for the different particular
cases of constituent equations considered in Section 7. The second
meaning of generality of the new approach is demonstrated
even for both the particular constitutive equations and partialperturbator representations. For example, for the locally elastic
phenomena (7.1)–(7.3) with Green’s function representations
(3.4)–(3.6) of the perturbators, the new GIEs (3.27) and (3.28) are
more universal than the old ones (3.33) and (3.34), respectively,
obtained at the assumptions H1b ((3.31) and (3.32) or (5.49) and
(5.50), respectively). Moreover, the Green function technique for
the mentioned case is just a particular tool for representation of
a solution for the inclusion interaction problem. In so doing, a
more general expression for this solution in terms of perturbators
(3.1)–(3.3) with a subsequent use in Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) has the
additional interesting advantage with respect to Eqs. (3.29) and
(3.30) because there is no reason to the questionable caring out
from the statistical brackets of some deterministic function as in
Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32). However, both the generality and novelty
of GIEs obtained (see Eqs. (3.19), (3.20), (3.25), (3.26), and (4.17))
provide not only the theoretical interest but also the critical
practical beneﬁts (see Figs. 1 and 2).
A fundamental limitation of GIEs proposed in this paper is
deﬁned by the differential form of basic equations of continuum
mechanics presented in Section 2.2. In contrast to these classical
local and nonlocal theories, the peridynamic equation of motion
introduced by Silling (2000) (see for references and details Silling
and Lehoucq, 2010) is free of any spatial derivatives of displace-
ment (in the case of elasticity theory counterpart). The basic
feature of the peridynamic model is a continuum description of a
material behavior as the integrated nonlocal force interactions
between inﬁnitesimal particles. Generally in peridynamics, the
state-based approach describes a material behavior when every
material point interacts simultaneously with all other material
points within its ﬁnite radius horizon via a response function that
completely describes the interaction. This might be an attractive
feature especially for the problems involving discontinuities in
the deformation process. Unfortunately, the background concepts
of analytical micromechanics (see, e.g., the current paper for refer-
ences) such as the effective moduli, effective ﬁelds, and especially
the GIEs are not yet deﬁned in the theory of random structure
peristaltic CMs. Buryachenko (2014a,b) attempted to deﬁne these
notions, concepts, and the corresponding equations. In so doing,
the GIEs obtained in both Section 3 and Buryachenko (2014a) are
formally very similar that opens a way for straightforward expan-
sion of analytical micromechanics tools to the new area of random
structure peridynamic CMs. However, more detailed consideration
of this prospective direction is beyond the scope of the current
paper.
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